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The gall that's afflicted the
United State's cable television in-
duct,, lately .3 result of Congress' s
Cable Act of 1992, won't be felt
by university residents, according
to Mike Morin. oc the University
of Maine's TV services
OfT campus re/ '-nte V. ho en-
joy cable TV, however, are cur-
rently in the middle of a negotia-
tion bank between Bangor's Ca-
se hies ision company and the three
local network affilrites
The UMaine cable syetem.
Morin said, does not have ans -
thing to do uith these regulations.
since the entire non-profit opera-
twit of broadcasting and reeds ing
exists entirely within the borders
of the campus, and doesn't mingle
with the territories of any local
cable companies
The area's network affiliate'
signed contracts, back when cable
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• Stay tuned
Experts explain problems with cable issues
By Jason McIntosh was new to Maine. that allow the
Staff Writer university to broadcast them over
cable These contracts will he val-
id for another three years
According to Dr John Weis-
pfenning. an associate professor
of journalism ad mass communi-
cation at 'Maine who wrote a
column on the subject for Thr
Rangor naih News recently, the
argument between netuork affili
ate' and cable companies tile a
history going hack to the mid-
s.
Back then, he said, cable :rim-
panics could claim nionopoliee
over geographic areas, and raise
their prices beyond what custom-
ers saw as fair
An area's local affiliates of net-
work stations (ABC. CBS, and
NBC) fell under a category. called
"must-cam . he said"
These companies' contracts
stated that the companies had to
include them in their channel line-
ups, but also that they were under
• The Rev. Morris remembered
Life celebrated at
memorial service
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
Students, faculty and friends
gathered yesterday to remember
the laic Res Eliraheth A Moms
Moms, who served as the Fria -
ectant. chaplain for the Univereits
of Maine and conducted her minie -
try at the Maine Christian Associ-
atnin'e Wilson Center. was killed
June 21 when a piece of concrete
from a bridge emick her car as it
was passing by on the highway
below She was 45-years-old
As the late aftLi noon sun bathed
through the windows of the peace-
ful Newman Center, people sang.
prayed and reflected among the
vases of wildflowers and lighted
candles.
Morris' life was compared to a
candle's flame by the Rev John
Bother, Wilson Center board
member
Hoeher said he felt the life and
hope symboli7ed by a burning
flame was the tight of the spirit. the
spirit Morns had
Her dying. I am convinced,
doesn't quench her spirit or the
Spirit." he said
Morn' came to t Maine as an
ordained minister with the ("hunt
rif Christ in 1990 from a minictrs at
San Francisco University
'lliralveth established a strong
community here AsLrimrnunits that
laughed together cried together
together a community that has
suffered...student Eric Wight said
The wrvice y.teteniay afternoon
was the second memorial for the
much-loved Moms Hundreds of
family members. friends col-
leagues. former eniciente and pa-
n shionere gathered in Orono earh-
CT this sumflIPT soon follouing her
death This service was a cecood
chance for university members,
many of whom had been away.
during the summer, to gather to-
gether as the community Morrie
had co devoted her life to achieve
and begin to heal
Common reflections shared
among the many speakers told time
and again of Morris 's ability to
sing, dance arid move through any
challenge These vividly retold
memories wove through personal
testimonies as Moms wove he-
energy through the tapestry of life
at 1 'Maine
Suranne Ectler. director of
Equal Opportunity . described
Morris as an imp, a twinkling star
and, more than anything, a builder
of tmdfes
Perhaps the best way to de-
scribe Morns is through her owii
words Feder read an excerga from
a much referred to sermon Morrie
gave rhortly before her death
decided to become a minis-
ter because 1 wanted to claim ins
voice in the wor'l with regards to
Sec MORRIS on page 23
no obligation to pay the network
for their resence.
Since]; ,st year's congressional
regulation of cable companies,
however, they now must provide a
choice to local channels eithe,
remain on must-car-n. or opt for
the riskier "retransmission con-
sent, he said"
In the la ter option, the station
ne
for a fee
ming If a decisi can't he
reached, however. the cable com-
pany can sin ply and legally refuse
to carry the -lawn
All three of Bangor's network
affiliates base opted for renans
mission consent, and the pro-
ceeding nei otiations with Ca-
blevision Klee gone lees than
smoothly fog each of them. Weis -
pfenning sail
-There's an attitude of, 'We
haven't paid you in the past. and
were not going to pay you now."
he said
Weiepfenning said that he was
doubtful the situation going on in
Bangor will arrive to the extreme
of Cablevicion dropping the net-
works, since both sides know that
they need each other.
Morin, on the other hand, is a
bit less optimistic, noting hoes lo-
cal Channel 5 recently taught its
viewers how to install an ..k.113
su Itch, a St switchbox used to
age both cable and broadcast
teTevicion, in case Cablevicion de-
cides to drop the station
Both Cables icion and the local
channels base taken to their own
• Gay issues
Don't ask,
don't tell
examined
Dana Gray
Staff writer
Being a homosexual once
meant not being allowed to serve
in the military, however the gay.
ban has been under scrutiny since
PrecidentClin
With his supporters
homosexual community, Presi-
dent Clinton is confronting the
issue of allowing gays to serve in
the armed forces.
'r dch.Ae.
the absolute ban has been loos-
ened to what has been coined in
the phrase "don't ask, don't tell '-
According to a memorandum
issued last July by the Depart-
ment of Defense to the military
hranchee. "Applicants fiwmilitary
mg I s own Lae
an election !ear-style public rela-
tions war "What ••• unueual is that
both sides has e turned it all into a
eery public battle," Welepfenning
said
And. he added, until something
is worked out between the two
factions. the % ww.ere remain on
the losing side Sec D
ON'T on page 23
• Travel update
Out-of-state travel costs
hither than first estimated
By Mike IticLaugniin
Staff Write,
Editor's n rte.- In Monday is-
cue of The Maine Campus a stoes
regarding V /iversin of Mains
travel expenses was published
Since its rrle tS( courses used ' r
this story has., been made at. •
further. up& ted tnIOrmatton rc
garding trave spruce figurr.s. Thc
figures given for the prior start
were from the preliminan on.
state travel report Upon real,
their mistake sources immed:
h relayed the flan/ draft of the ow
of- state tram report to The Maine
Campus.
Accrirdin to the final draft ot.
the Universi y of Maine at Oro
no's out-of state travel report
S455.204 61 wee spent in the final
quarter of th • 1993 fiscal year on
out -of-state travel for members of
?hot campus
These Oa rcl expenses were at -
cumulated between the first de.
April and last day of June
year Included in this three mond-
period of the final fiscal quark.
were 7/41 ma-of-state trips taken
administrate ss. faculty and chide-.
Kent Price. assistant to the e- -
cellor. said hat nut-of-state trave
"has always been part of the net
working prwese" and that by an:
large it is F.:melt:tat It' faculty art.
students alike throughout the en
tire system
According to Price. approxi
mately S2.173.614 seas spent on
out-of-state travel for the I nicer-
city of Mame System as a whole
for the 1992-93 fiscal year
The On-inn campus was respnn
total with ahout ! I tn oi it-
ot-etate travel expenses he said
Charlee Rauch.% ice presider.
of business and finance.
Sot TR Mel' I on page 23
Out-of-State Travel Expenses
Orono Campus
151,675.161
• .
Grophierraio 5
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• Communist Cuba ties motet economy with cooperatives
Wor1dBrie s • China denies it is trying to expand military influence• Mother Teresa undergoes procedure to remove blockage
• Economics
Cuba to set up co-ops on state land
4 MEXICO CITY (AP) Communist Cuba took another step into market
I economics Wednesday, casing it w ill set up cooperatives on state and and let
lamer% share the profits
Cuba's Catholic bishops came forth with their boldest criticism of Fidel Castro in
decades and challenged the government to make political as well as economic reforms.
The cooperatives, announced on the front page of the Communist Party daily Granma,
are the latest in a senes of retreats from pure socialism
Castro is trying to shore up the economy., which deteriorated sharply after Cuba lost
its trade partners renounced Communism
"This is the first time the Cuban government steps back from an effort to expand state
control over agriculture," said Jorge Dominguez. a Cuba expert at 'he !nter-Anterican
I/1210,w in Washington. DC "Instead, it is creating an important zone tal indepen-
dence
The party Politburo said cooperatives will be set up on state farms. using the land for
an indefinite penod They will still sell all of their harvest to the state, which will tell them
what main crops to grow and also set production goals
The farmers will split the profits among themselves and will have a greater ahem tn
mans' 'g the enterpnse. handling then own banking and buying materials on credit
"If the have long-trim, indefinite tenure, that gives them virtually all of the
incentives that pnvate ownership does." said economist Archibald Ritter. a Cuba expert
at Carlton University in Ottawa, Canada
Most of Cuba's land is held in massive state farms It was not immediately clear how
much would be converted to cooperative.
• Health
Doctors successful in
treating Mother Teresa
3 ( Al
 CUTT A. India (AP) - - Mother Teresa was
in stable condition Thursday after doctors cleared a
blocked blond vessel in her heart
The procedure was successful and the 81-year
old Roman t'athoh nun was hack in her room under close
observation. the B M Bola Heart Research Institute said in
a statement
Dr Patricia kuhanel ot the United States, Mother Tere-
sa s ardiologist for the past two years, inserted a tins
balloon into the blood vessel and inflated it to expand the
clogged vessel and ensure free flow of blood
klother Teresa underwent a similar operation in 1 a Jolla.
('alit in 1 taco
She entered the hospital on Monday but the operation
a a, delayed when she developed a fever
This is the fourth time Mother Teresa has been in a
hospital this year The last time was Aug 20, when she
aeveloped malaria
Mother Teresa won the 19'4 Nobel Peace Prize for
,tedk atiro. her life t the world's pr./ >rest and the roast
desr,tine 2r.,r1c
• Terrorism
Three arrested after
hijacking incident
A OSLO Norway tAPi -- Three men helieved to
Pie Iranian, were charged Thursday with hijacking
after they used grenades and other explosives to
ornmanderr a Russian airliner and force it to fly to Norway
kll 54 passenger, and crew on hoard the Aeroflot Tu-
!14 were released unharmed after the hijackers surrendered
early toda.
The : I -hour ordeal came to an end when four men
walked down the airliner's stair, with their hands tr, the air
and were taken into police cusindt.
Governmenr spokesman Gunnar Anyeltveit said three
asked for asylum The fourth was being held as a possible
accomplice. hut pnlice said he might soon he released
If cnovicted in Norway of hijacking. the men could face up
*02 I vex, in prison, the Norwegian news agency NTH repnried
Justice Minister Greve Faremo said there was no sign the
',tract/ art. a a, related to Middle East issues. or to Norway's
-rile it hrokenng an htstone agreement between Israel and
Palestine ! 1N-ration Organization
• Military influence
China denies expansionist ambitions
2 worldwide, nersous neighbors are pay mg even closer attention to its acceleratingBEIJING (AP) ---- 
While China's resurgent economy is grabbing headlines
program to build a modern fighting machine
China insists it has no expansionist ambitions But an official magazine rerenth
acknowledged that (lima has taken ads aniage of the end of the Cold War to expand /1.
"military influence to the entire Asian region "
Secret Military Records, published by the Public Secunty Ministry, said in its June issoc
that the focus of defense planning now is regional conflicts
 especiallv dispute, ,o.e.
China's southern borders and waters.
Although the magazine failed to reveal any military secrets --- its mit appears deox fl
ea
to boost sales — it was an unusually frank account of Chinese military goals.
I act year. Bening declared sovereignty over South China Set siommilb,
other nations and East China Sea islands claimed by Japan Ti so/,
exploration rights in waters claimed by Vietnam
China also has increased its official military budget an average 14 percent each of the
past four years, more than the increase in overall government %pending. It has come op with
even more.cands by aggressively selling weapons and civilian products 
made in military
factories
And it has rushed to take advantage oldie Soviet I 'mon'a breakup to purchase cheap but
advanced weaponil
"We shouldn't think that becauge we're at peace now , we can le( the horses oat 10
pasture. put our knives and guns in storage,' Gen Liu Ituaqing, ice chairman of the
Central Militara Commission, said recently
• Monarchy
British subjects still view
queen in good light
sot 1,114PTON. England AP; Despite the
growing debate ahout the future of the liritisr coral
arch's, her children's, messy marital bust up- and
other woes of her —horrible year," Queen Flizahrth II
remains one popular lady
Prime Minister Paul Keating of Australia, who is visit
ing Balmoral Castk on Saturday reprinedly plans tote!! the
queen her services are no longer required Down t 'rider He
wants kustralia to become a repuhlk by the 2(1(10
Rut after 41 years on the throne, this um,. gray -haired
grandmother still draws admiring crowds wherever she
goes Polls indicate her loyal subjects here still view their
queen c a hard worker and a good arnbascador for Britain
Forumne. it's just a hat* They like the r,'' -year -old minim+
heraare she's heen arnund as long as they can remember
Others say 'stir'., good triune draw. representing 1.101)
year% of royal pomp and ceremony
4a
• Missing in action
President of Nigeria
SayS to be patient
6 t.AGOS, Nigeria *5'tot Nigeria laced by. people a message or We,Inc.-;The would-he 
preu! -
day urging then, I.' s—he patient with his embarrassix 
week 
absence
The extended stay abroad of Mo‘hond K 0 Ahiola
once heralded as the savior of democracy in this country,
prompted his tor supporters to leave Wednesday for Lon-
don to persuade him to name bask
The delegation IN being led to his rummy mate. Baba
Gana K mg the v. has urged Atnola to return to the contain
to clam/ his mandate
kluols pee,wka's critics have his absence to try to argue'he 
lacks
The wealth. publishing WWI transportation magnate was
the apparent winner of the Jane i2 presidential elecunn that
was to return this nation 01 or rm1lion people le
governmersi after a decade of mditars rule
rhe Maine Camp
• Let's ride
BiCVC11
By Michelle Act
Staff Writer
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nicycle education Is Important for safety on campus
By Michelle Ashmore
Staff Writer
Bicycles pan isle a means ittianspoit,i
lion for many University of Maine students,
hut without the proper education hike edit
cation - riding around campus could be a
negative experience
Bicycles are considered a vehicle and must
acelere to all of die "rules of the mad " These
rules include riding on the nght side of the mai
single file. slopping at all stop signs and t.'n1-
N'alk• , and new this year, bicycles are reqi tired
by lass to have a headlight when riding at night
Bikes are not to he ndik-n on sidewalks
amixtere on or off campus Riding on a
sidewalk sreatcs a hazard for pede,ilians who
have the right of way, . Cyclists are required to
yield to all car. and pi-di-on:ins
While riding during the day, hand signals
should he used to alert all other traffic of
impending turns sliddrin tops When
carrying hooks or packages it is advised to
keep them in a backpack. hook rack or basket
There have been repined cases of people
getting plastic hags caught in their spokes,
coming to a dead stop and then proceeding to
fly over the handlebar.. according to UMaine
Public Safety Crime Pres COtton Officer Deb-
orah Mitchell
"I tell ,iiiitents thesethingsbecause I nistdon't
wait to we people pet killed." Mitchell said
Cyclists. 'alien cnissing in a miss% alk.
must gel off then hike and w alk it across the
street, because cmssualks are used lot pedes-
Mans A driver may not he able to stop in time
when a hike crosses in front of hocihei car
Riding a hike at night requites extra precau-
tions. Besides timing a headlight, the rider
should also wear light is white colored clothing .
as well as reflective gear like vests and pant-kg
plants
Speed in a car kills Speed on a hike is just
'Bowing safe speeds Is leces-
iry kw the hikers safety as well as for others
around him or her
them are fines and penalties it many of
these law% are not followed
"Mame Pithlis Safety also has a pmgram
that can save students money ISs five years.
Public Safety has been registering hikes hi
deter people fnim stealing them It doesn't cost
anything and it raises the recover rate for
stolen hikes -The program is very efficient. as
PAT'S
BIKE SHOP
"Know the fun of Mountain Biking
for Fun and Fitness"
September Sale: All 1993 Bikes $50 to $200 OFF.
Hurry for best selection!
* Bike repairs our sivoalits. All brands!
• 10% off on all hike parts and at-cc-scones (not or. sale
with student 11).
* Atithonied Dealer for (.;iant • Bndgestone • Raleigh* Scott
• Proticx (the world's best hill suspension bike).
* Bar Ends from $21.95
• Ontrol Stix late 1 Reg $34.95 Now $2995
• Control Stix late II Reg S39.95 Nov.. S34.95
• Team Issue Reg $54.95 Nov. $39 95
373 Wilson Street • Brewer. ME • Phone 989-2900
long as there is a tag on the hike," Mitchell said.
"It is very difficult to peal the number oft and
some part of it atways stays on"
lhe tags are valid as long as yi,i1 oss n the
hike, even if you aren't on campus an mote
To date there are over I 200 cycles, from tricy -
cies to mountain hikes, registered. and 250 of
those have been registered this semester so far
"I tell students these
things because I just
don't want to see
people get killed."
—Deborah Mitchell,
UMaine Public Safety
All ot next week will he devoted to tagging
hikes. hut Mitchell wekomes people to regis-
ter anytime
"Bike theft is a minx concern.- said
Mitchell -Don't bring a top of the line hike on
campus. It is annictive and people will find a
way to steal it.- Was to prevent hikes from
being stolen are by busing a good "V" kick.
Ana. Nog the bike to a permanent fixture. re-
mosing the hack tire or seat and using hike
racks
Bolt cutters will cut through most chain
and suite locks, according to Mitchell, and
V, hen people lock their hikes around sign
posts, someone try ing to steal the hike v.iil
pull the sign out of the ground Bike racks
are Checked eVer so often to make sure the
are in a well lit and sisible area Mitchell
ad Ises students lis ing in resident halls to
check with their R I) about hike moms.
Every year 100-ptus hikes are never
' Public Safety, is ith a sticker on a I
.e..-overy rate soars, according to
Mitchell Already this semester three hikes
base been stolen, one of w his+ v. as tries -
ered
The I Manic ('unit Pres cousin Oilice
attempts to make hiking on campus sate
Cyclists need to make sure that they know
how to he safe by contacting Public Safety im
the ('nine Prevention Office at 5S
with any questions
Old Town House of Pizza Restaurante
• '•.• ible 4 • eat ior ri•ireen • le" 45;44 • t45 ,orr order 52'..5s4..
11•• prys andel rave corronsied len wan
%mew, Creme Our roue r• roar helm ter•kii tea
r.ort MI., dr firkf• cahlrom aid dor rutronterr
of Greece Tract mrid hah Intred I, • Illrood
rot, dreferent drew. md carded or real Ihnci
dr.. is I. • Men 6.177.11 ta it am
Rtrones, hours. Sunda % 12am 1 I pm
Moroda!, Nechicsdas 1 lam I I rm
Thuricla Saturdas ii am-midnight
Welcome back University of Maine Student-5'
Receive lOtk off your order with a student D. Have a great serrie .
-r — 
Old Town House of Old Town House of 
1
Pizza Restaurante'
Budget Special!
Small cheese pizza only
$2.50 at"
Q 13-9 18 7SC
Pizza Restaurante
Budget Special!
Large Cheese pizza only
$4.00
9/13 c 18
extra
to0Pings
51.00
• ••• r•••••
osor s
•••• ••1•• 
CUTLER SAYS:
THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER WILL BE OPEN MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY FROM 8 AM -6 PM PHARMACY WILL
BE OPEN FROM 8 AM -12 NOON AND 1 PM -4:30 PM
PLEASE CHECK THE CAMPUS NEWSPAPER FOR NOTICES CONCERNING
HOLIDAYS, BREAKS, AND OTHER
HEALTH CENTER NEWS.
HAVE A HEALTHY AND PRODUCTIVE YEAR!
-mama
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• Space
Discovery's space walking
Iduo: ace Hubble tool testers
 4riliEwilL1111110111011151,9141/1
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. tAP) — comparing it to their water tank training
Two astronauts acting as Hubble Space on Earth They gave lots of As. hid some
l'elesswe mechanics misted bolts and C's and even D's, too.
tried out a swivel work plat fix-rn lliursday Vials had trouble using the battery-
in NASA's final spaces alk before the real powered ratchet to heteri taxi untiginen
repair Job in 1)es-ember bolts Alth his feet unrestrained -Your
Cress men Carl lh all and James Nes- body.inst goes slipping ound • • be said.
man tested a power ratchet and five other Newman was trying tc keep his Phi
Huhnle tools during their seven-how inside a new portable foot restraint de-
spacev,all. Before going hack inside the signed for Hubble. Once secured. be
shut* le Discovery. they held up a sign with swayed back and forth high ova the bay,
a picture of the ace of spades and the adjusting the platform with a foot pedal.
wsvds: "Ace HST Tool Imam." The entrewornaii swappoci jobs, They
-Great s.la:os- today you guys,- said is Awl so hot MimeoCmL bad to
Miscac. Cusasou s Gretna-) / az ba.meil. 3 •' up eta dsca-c,:
backup tpwaewalker tot the Iiable Space The owty seal pmbie.an canit at the end
Teimcope iasiout. Flight oantrollerc 41- when the door on a portable tool box
pbodell it the beciwound jammed 1 rook both men a half4oir
The flight director for the Hubt%le re- close it. Is) then, thee planned six-how
pair mission. Milt Heflin. said the walk had stretched to seven hours. -t
spacewalk was "a confidence buikkr. a It was NASA's third and final
day that I consider adding to our margins spacewalk to prepare for Hubble repairs.
for success:. A record five and possibly seven
The first-time spnoesvaikers spent most spacewalks are planned Ica the 11 -day
ot their outing sin-king along the edge of iciest, ore repair mission. making It the
most datnXing and ambitious stew* flight
tr. dale. 1-our spacesalters will take turns
going itiot in learns of tan_ to ms*ileec-
live lenses and new solar panels, gyro-
scares. camera. computer memory board
and more
CT% s Pa) k'ad ha At tiles- they
.1.ing led o%ertioard a% :he shuttle V, h Wed
anaind the sviid. their tethered tools float -
rig amund them
a:z and Newman zipped thrive" Ora
steps. evaluating each tool and task and
• Crime
Patrols stepped up at
.
riorma rest stops
Mt./N11(1.11 (1.11a API Go% I as -
ttni Chiles assigned !ais officers round-the-
% lock to interstate highs ay rest stops after
the ninth slaying at a foreign tourist in less
than a year The state also suspended all
tt.unsm ad'. enticing
Gary ('alley. la. at England. is as shot to
death and his girlfriend %s minded early rues -
day hy two youths who knocked or. the
windows of his rental car at a well-lighted,
well-traveled rest cop where the couple had
-'It far a nap.
Mala.ifti Ann Jagger. herself Needing
:i-orn 4 ,44.; ;Aar grazoiTer. ceeeNr.ea-: "arr.
inanaird tt • -.take it to a pay phone and dial
gl w ,i.t. ;1-tg, "He's dying' He's really
dying And there was blood a!i ..oniing out
of his mouth ' • •
Honda's i Nihon toun.m :niustry
sas still reeling tram last weeks shaming
death at a German w ho had tust am% ed it
Miami with his pregnant cc tic heiateit
honeymoon Three pet cote %%err arrested in
that .1.1%in.
dept • •% 1.1,•%
, \ .1M.
,•,•,•-•55 ate; I
• —lc
The state also was exploring the .
hility of hiring /In% ate security for a perma-
nent 24-hour presence at the stops
Although police said it appeared Co;
le'c killers were unaware he and Ms Jag-
ger were tiveign tauncts, the state suspend-
ed all tourist advertising for Honda — at
home and abroad -- for fear it would onl%
draw attention to the problem
The campaign's theme had been •
Honda. Many Faces • • Past Florida prom.
timbal slogans, such as "lbe Rules Arc
Different Here" and "See It Like a Na-
base losktired s 'nen diet, took en
nes meaning he.. atise of cnme
"'here's no point husinng if the ducks
ain't fly mg Why run ads when people aren't
going to he coming" said Bruce TIAN*
whose agency has been chosen fat Miami's
rat, promotion
Chile-' altered a 5100'81 reward for rn.
tor/nation leading to arrests and can.
two. He said he s ould ask President Clmiot
for a tedend grant to expand Hondas
lent ;rime task dtrce
55 c is it I I:1-Tt sir outrage
• , said 1, it tierice andlit
.1,55 we;ciiine mat mRonda•
1 oes,lai • la% ing occurred when two
• 'pr" 'It'd the car. knocked nett,
• • irxi ciernan,ied mom
Tlicylse like
typical college roommates.
Really really cheap.,
##I., apple Penna.
eilk-.3.-1 i S303.33 LaaerOlfra ye $58133
Right row vit. car ge a great price rr ar VpVrrinter hy wur puler kah loi, cr ever ge Teal: fi. larking wit. tit kr* i,ornputer
Macintosh' Sk, fluli he at* tr, prim 42.7 oniessional-loriang paperc. 'Aar Set your knok- carripak Recele7 V& kncl d6croder the A
right there in %nu- mom — without havinc ti . wait arntrid at tie Ulm. power mon- collme Indent, rwrfer 1-1t. pow. V, t* Inur hmt- Ill.
For Back to School Savings visit
Computer Connection • 28 Shibles Hall
or call 581-2580
1
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• Academic relief
Battling academic obstacles with Upward Bound
By Margaret Rogers
Staff Writer
First-year students often struggle with
living in a strange ens inwiment while jug-
gling academics, social activities and other
commitments Upward Bound helps to ease
most of these frecnman worries earls put-
ting incoming students at an ads antvge
About 150 high school students and 50
staff members participated in this summer's
28th annual l'pw arti! Bound program at the
University of Maine
Upward Bound is part of the College of
Education and operates under a grant from
the U.S Depcntnent of FrImatior. It pro-
vides fret social an academic pretwation
• klairle politics
for college to low-income, first-generation
college students, including ENG 101 fin
credit About 80 percent of the students who
graduate from the program attend college
"I like to think of our students as being
ads antaged,- Alan Parks. director of Up-
ward Bound, said. "It's a safe environment
The counselor-student ratio is 11 as op-
posed to most Maine high schools, which
are about 1 300
The program is split into two distinct
programs, which have similar goals The
classic course recruits students from five
counties in Maine, while the regional math-
science program recnrts from all over New
England. which according to Parts has
provided great multicultural diversity
About 10 cif the staff members in this
sinntner'4 pliVrarn were I'Maine students
who were given one week of training
-The age les el of the kids makes it really
energy -filled,- Francis Jai • • :Ian Hall s
resident director who was a residence coun-
selor for this summer's program, said
it's an very intense six weeks for the
students as well as the staff, in a positive
way,- Anne Golden. a student development
in higher education major, said
Golden was an Upward Bound graduate
assistant for the pasts two summers and
taught career development courses.
—The bottom line is to help the students
get excited about learning. to raise then
aspirations and to prepare them for ‘iollege."
she said.
In addition to course work. seniors who
are enrolled in the math-science program
participate in research internships which
ro:ibl: each of them to a $600 stipend.
provided by the Nellie Mae Fund for Educa-
tion
Other students volunteer or work for
UMaine with their salaries provided by the
Training and Development Corps in Bangor
Through this, the university receives about
$50.000 of free emplosment each summer.
Parks said
Those interested in becoming a st.t.ff
member fee Upward Round next summer
can nick up an application in Docemf
302 Chalbosime Hall
•
Webster announces gubernatorial campaign plans
AUGl'STA.Maine AT A, ihe GOP
Blaine House field continues to expand,
Sea Charles M Webster of Farmington
announced Thursday he had authorized the
formation of a campaign committee and
plans to register as a candidate for the Re
publican gubernatorial nomination
Webster, who is sers mg his fifth Senate
term after two terms in the House, became
the third publicly announced candidate for
next sear k GOP gubernatorial nomination
is a momentous dectsion for ms
family and me.' Webster said in a prepared
statement -But I feel ctrongls that we can
do better for Maine's working families and
small businesses, and I want to be a positive
force for change '
Webster. who entered electoral politics as
a Democrat and after changing parties rose
through the ranks to serve two terms as Sen
ate Republic an leader, said last month that he
would launch his campaign '0 test voter and
donor support He said he and other candi-
dates would he better able to assess their
prospects around the first of me vex
Webster s announcement follow-s a stir
tial one earlier this .eek by GOP aspirant
Susan M Collins, a wrricr Small Business
Administration otrit la] and McKernan ad-
ministration department head
When Webster and Collins actually rep
islet as candidates, they will formally join
Rep Sumner H Lipman of Augusta in a
Republican primar's. election field that is
expected to grow still larger
Rep Judith C Foss. of Yarmouth and
Senate Minority' I cadet Pamela I Cahill of
Woolwich both said Thursdas thes plan to
announce their candidacies soon
Other potential candidates include Rep
Paul R Young of Limestone and longtime
Christian Civic League of Maine leader
Jasper Wyman
Webster. known for his congers arts e anti
spending approach to government, led the
GOP Senate minonts bloc during the bitter
state shutdown in 1091 This session, he did
not seek re-election within the Republican
caucus and subsequentls founded a group
called Citi7ens Against Ness Taxes, which
sought to coordinate anti -tax protects around
the state
Combination Platters
Al, stron, anti, Pori PTV. Rhf Anietsren. wag r avtbü.nnu, E#p
RaL (14.41-4 hum (j..,-frew WIRAS Toesukt Reef e floseira Ran
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$191
95
6 91
7 25
5 Rev :boa Man . .... S91
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6 (Tionear S'egreable with Chicken. Root Port or Beet
7 Pepper Steg with Onion
3 Egg Fon Yourig toth Pork or Chicken
9 Vegetable Delight
10 Shrimp lobster Sauce
11 Ronems Ribs
12 ('hitter with Almonds or Cohen Nutt
A Hunan Style Chicken or Reef*
Z Specs Bement with Guilt. Satwe •
C Mon Con Can Pan
15 Sucre and Sour Shrimp
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4 S(I
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• Major guilt trip
Mild-tempered Oregon chef ends 23-year secret life
BOSTON tAP1 - For month.. Kather-
ine Ann Power struggled to reconcile her
desire for freedom with her need to answer
for her actions as a x oung anti-war radical
At the stood in court 21 years after the
bank robbers that cent her into hiding, her
familx struggled too — torn between jox at
the reunion. pride in her decision. cornl.. at
her fate
Power. 44. pleaded guilt x to charges of
manslaughter and armed mlsberx in state
court in the Sept. 23. 15/70. robbers and
killing of a police officer
' This building isn't big enough to con-
tain my grief.- Power.% husband. Ron Dun-
can. said, fighting hack tears as his wife
•••:•••rendered
Power, 44. had loecl since 151— ir, 0!,
under the name Alice Meieinger There
she raised a son. worked at a chef. taught
oocking classes. paid her taxes
Duncan. 57. married Power a year agc
after a I 3-year relationship. apparently aware
.1 the truth
IicciIl
Its kind of like closing a book," said Boston
Polite Commissioner William Brawn
Power's 14 sear-old con, Jaime, learned
hit mother' t true story about a month ap.
Power held a West ell part's and re's ealed her
secret to friends three dax c before she cur-
rendered
In federal court Wednesday. the pleaded
innocent to theft of go% emment propertx
She w as held without bond in the Suffolk
Count!, Jail Sentencing ts as set for Oct r.
Power's. attorne, Rikki Klieman. indi-
cated Power would spend lets than tor
year in pr-icon under a state coon plea
agreement Federal prosecutor Brian Kellx
said he w (told recommend a tit e- teat term
con..-1.7-ent ccrih anx mate :enieri
Br-andel, oddrrn
Saxe and three ex-con. kit took S26.555
ptnpottedix to finance a revolutionary amt..
from the State Street Bank and Trust Co
Until the surrender. T5uver's parents
hadn't heard from her since before she
dmve a getaw ax car in the robbery that
-,ed the .,1
Introduction
To The Library
and
Its Resources
What: Single One—Hotw Sessions
- Including MMUS Basks
Who: Open to All
Where - First Floor Conference Rm.
Fogler Library
When: Mon. 9/20 5:30 PM
A NEW 44
Think Quick
CUFFS QUI( R REVIEWS -4
When you need help preparing io a test think Quick Cliffs
Quick Reviews are the new study guides from the leader
study guides: Oiffs Notes
Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid
understanding of introductory college
courses They ace perfect for use as general
course notes and for review before Quizzes.
midterms arid finals
Do better in the classroom. and on paper
and tests wilt< Cliffs Quick Reviews
'
odimit
NINE125111
POOKSTORE
Great ike,i;< on car ,ire
beverages candy
crgarrenes plus many
-n'-able
821 4$72 I. E. ham
Saturday
Sept 18th
Walter Schroeder. Sr
-We didn't know it Ole writ aloe or
not said Power's mother. M3riorie Po%
er. 71. of Grand Junction. Colo It was a
thrill We showed her all the f amil. that the
hasn't seen We had scrapbooks and e.er.
thing
Pow er said she decided to surrender after
she began treatment for depression Ittmon tits
ago and grappled with the question ot how
-ctITTICOnt such as Ins cC11. Could CANI111111I
,itch , ntrIgeotnI a.•R •
FranticSchroeder, 49, of Revere. amp.-
eu of the officer, said he believes Pnwer
paid a price and itnaginet the is adjffrrant
person now
• 'Mx ow n concern is for her 14
-year
con who is going to suffer when the gre•
jail:' Schroeder said "1 w at taught to for-
give and that's the uss I feet I hope
trill% it remorseful and doesn't ha.e
underlx ing reason for turning herself in •
Iler attonless painted Power as a cis.-
protetter. guilts of citil disobedience
• Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness Week
er discusses rape statistics
P., tiormely
Volunteer Writer
A crowd ol about 40 neonle gathered at
the kiemorial t mon TUCCd3. Sept 13 and
listened to guest speaker Manx Mt lett re.
executi.e director of Lest mon/Auburn Sex
nal Assault Critic Center
The Women in the Cuniculum Prugram
is sponsoring programs this week dedicated
• Rape and Sexual Assault Au arenett
McIntyre' k presentation on Tuetdax in
..oded stannic, on this ongoing problem
that affects not on1s the women in OW COT
muntt hut al‘.4, the men
"Ant sexual penetration. withont the
Timor 't consent it rape.- Mcbity-re said if
no can't be cute, don't have sex with that
person People can commit actt of rape and
often don't perceive it as *scant
She dricnbed a nes concept to the such
ence - rape weapon% A rape weapon can he
intimidation livanon. ;towel. force, exec
'ton Or kin
if you don't know the ptrU•41 well
riyace. ha, re:'s men rerharr von chow
riell he Illt‘irtg it at that !MC.' MCITITNTt said
it there it a quettion. stop and check it out
l'cin can oar at anytime as proof. tuct
Imagine II one of parents. had walked
into the mom - you world stop fact enough
then she said
" 11.
'is h 4, 414e an h.,
and it prireircuted the rapist could s
in prison
"141V testing it done on a convicted 7N.I.
felon. upon request.- McIntyre said
Statistics are putting on sexual att
to men
toligh tor men m our wicetei to be
%levied at mon.. an alaiterter member.
Richard 'oleman. said "kk hen Ten we nem
in a position of power. It is difficult
them act victim of sexual accadt. Itlappea
more often than anyone matter.; amilIMMII-
port riurK fog men are growing'
Channel 7 newt %rated the l'nion Ties-
dti Inc Mcintre't talk and ran a mop about
date rape on then 5 10 news hroadc-au that
night
The audio tape recording of Where's
presentation is 'satiable as 101 Fernald
Hall and can he obtained by cams 511 -
I 2214
McIntyre can he contacted as
as the *crash crater in Lesraos/A/lara
Them are 1 OCemen for Rape m the Stated
Maine
Rape Crism Censers .er Hot I.rne raw-
her% art limed in both the white and yells
page. 01 all telephone honks orb, rosuitt-
nig Oil %VW local police &rotary&
- aro, arrestor
z,zettrir4
Grand Opening!
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10 Stiliwaret Ay* Otrync
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visit us this wookrrxi end vle're sure to be your one Stop."
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• Botany
Fall foliage pageant already
beginning in New England
CH 4111 Hill. NC (Ain -- A North the southern Piedmont of North Carolina
Carolina botanict explains hs fall leave% pets full colors
come in so mans different ,olors in a sides' During the SIII111I1e1. green chlomplis "
about Ness England's season -- he hopes produced in response to sunlight masks ur
the sieual presentation ss ill drum up more &dying yellow pigments. Bell said
inteiret in the studs of plants Ae das s gmw ehoner and corder. ch Ions
The %Aso. ' 'Fall Color% Trees of the phs II production curs and plante break n
Pastern Forests,'  will join (' Ritchie Bell' the green pigment and other colors can he
books on the subject at the Nature ('o Each seen
offers explanatione of the phenomenon. leo-- Red pigments are produced in reciinnee
graphic desctiptione and iimetalike for leaf- to etrong sunlight. Bell said It pan of a leaf
atchere. it (meted with a black mask in the fall. the
Bell. directist etneritueol the North Caro- pert exposed to sun will turn red while the
luta Botanical Garden at the University of covered area will turn yellow
at Chanel i {01. ,aid the s isiess Them cryti,n : • •••‘••• ,••1 trees that
-rs -gned tc, primnoie mtertst in noun). tend to turr, het Bell Salo!
"I trails want to get an appreciation of Birches, tulip trees, redtsusi and hickon
are al w ass elln55. Sugar maplee, dogwrode.
the likels medium:. he said The 50-minute euret gums. Hack gums and courwoods arr
side'' explains fall colors As ith information ustialls red. although entre leases Inas 1,
on 45 of the more erectacular autumn trees yellow as well
It ux hides sweeping panoramas of golden The MCA vaned fall colors are inualls
sod flame-colored countrs side's found in the southern Appalachians where a
Bell said the fall color ceasson starts in tiO7C11 Of more kinds of tree' may change
September in the Longfellow Noun- color; on slightly different schedelm, Bell
tai is% ist Maim . the %%lute Mountains of' New said
Hampshire. the Green Mountains of Vet- Rut hiS bantitedge *nit fall colors do,- -
mont and the Adinsialacks in New Irina. make it any nester to medic* how spectx
where colors peak hy early October this season's show will he. Bell said
Colors most- southward through the ' 'Preshiting tall is !Act-Idling 
he
Catskills. the Poconos. the Ormberlands.
the Monongahela% and the Blue Ridge maw yesterday Rut this - ea T looks like agoes"
tains for the next three weeks. when peak ore generalls It looks r -mon evee, he
colors reach the Smoky Mountains, Bell a humdinger allow log s sr ianons in local
'sOd Ti is tTrIAIlit the CM of ClICte.hef before temperatures and moisture
plants !ri the cehnni, and sides. seems to he
said ost alss as sta`uhi h?se hetis them
• Lawit ilalulgamirft e"...
BRIT case may be first test
of Portland gay rights law
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — A wom-
an who claims Bath bon Works fired her
tvoluse she 5 a lesbian has sued the com-
pany undet iirtlansf sgas -rights ordnance,
setting tsp the firm legal test of the nine-
mouth-old law
()ream supers-icor told Cynthia Dowd
that she looked like a "dyke" and another
asked her to dress more fernininely, the
lawsuit said. She was then transferred and,
!loon after, diaeti — all because of her
'Sexual orientation it sant
Susan fierier, a BM' siwskrever-man,
rin discuss detsir'e t!ie case 'We
•-• -•
eon we will appreptistel-, defend
lions." it* said.
Pollan& 5 is the only loal reticence in
Maine allowing gay men and lesbian; to
twill:ads mad elate letto
•iwer wind iliatalireitaaa
natal orientation
Dowd's lawsuit, brought against the
lane' s largest Titivate employer, is especial
to be watched closely it 'etches :judge
Ilse ordinance will Ise ivarl zird by Mr
courts Ind its cotestratiend will be tested
'It's always ir,teresring to see what
happens the first time arearid." said Gars
Ponland's atone", who helped
draRtheardmance, T'heCirt Courtril ekes
id die Ordianct irt 1992. Rut oppo
emirs gads red etiough saraatarei so fonx a
citywide owe iiitallat rapes* it Warn
last N eihhei upheld the law, 57 pet-cc-A
to 43 parent It took effect Dee. 5.
Ds.wd is suing to get het job back. She
is also taking lot lost wetes, ged Junatttan
S. R Real, her lawyer.
Returning to ss nit "clearly would re-
quire some aceornmoctations,” heal said.
' 'BIW 1111:10 iltS1113ti its people to revect a II
seam! orientations.' 
Aiad a formes Pore-mti resAent who
now lives la the Richmond area, mild not
reached.
Dond worked at BM lot seven years.
She sds-anced through the rants end even-
of specialized equip-
h= lawyer described as
"`i
Ileal said diset4istisvi <tiled
May 1992,116%k Dowd worked at the clip'
'turd in Rah. 81W's headquarters.
Thane incidents an cited in the IAA
Dowd alleged diet supervisors ridiculed her ;
*boo hes hanky* t: imam sal objected
to a bermes nicker or her card*: supponed
IVrtland's py-riem ordnance Real said
dart supervisors were insoived, all men
In December. Dowd was ransfened
W Porthad factity. thonls sher train-
ing a mar Mt tier job Net In Portia*
Doord's fob &ties were 'educed to filing.
?teat eitt
A tea ',mac latex, she WM land off The
man die trained kept his job, Rea sad_ The
company later fired her
STUDENT SLAT ITE
+STUDENT SENATE NOMINATION FORMS
WILL BE AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 16th.
+FORMS ARE DUE BACK AT THE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT OFFICE BY SEPTEMBER 22nd
AT 4PM .
+ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD
SEPTEMBER 30.
ANY QUESTION'S REGARDING THE NOMINATION
PROCESS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO CHRIS DEBECK AT
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE OR CALL 581-1775.
The Maine Camp Fnda). September 1'. 1993
• Where's the beef?
APO starves while waiting for concessions
By Rob Turkington
Volunteer Writer
'‘11411111, OvIlega. t "I ‘131Iv
service traternit%. has lost its ointract to
supg.ls concessions at IL Maine football
games this sear according to Tim Suther-
burg. .APO president
-The% the athetic. department I decided
that the wanted to resign the concessions
contract uith us hastcall% because the base
to make more !none% oft the concessions.-
Sutherhurg said
Sutherhurg said that the %CR hasuall%
g % en '"nocht•Pie- in the decision. the % could
41111111111111111111111pi, • • lose e,7
ue firs: v,crit Into ncf,suav•sn,
e had several goals in sight. at the hest 'i.e
• continue doing once...ion., at the
voirst e uot.1.1 end up selling the stand.-
Sutherhurg said
APO lost its concessions contract this
summer vi hen the contract was avianied to
the Eon Corporation eit Ranger. owned In
long -time sports benefactor larrs ahane%
Erin Corp uon the hid tor all concesoces
tor spirting es ems, edging out long-time
tMatne suppliet Go% errior'
Rut the t Maine athletic department has
iitTerrd APO some reconciliation Inc the
loss ot the football concessions contract
Man Rude tit the athletic department
said that es-en though there is no contractual
,
Icr▪ e-0 APO a financiali scrtier•••••:•-, t er the
next couple of sears to get their fund raising
VISA
in , Tkiff
Wese taken the mone% that thev have
earned oser the past four to five . ear., and
put together a proposal that gists them that
amount cit mores.- Burke said
In a meeting held In APO V. ednesda%
night at the htenional Uni,vn, the hoithers
agreed on a Tetuan% e settlement that ssisuld
goe the sets ice fraternits SI 2 (U) up I-num
and S111.11110 a sear tOr the next three %ears
That pnvposal is pending appro% al from the
I 'Maine athletic siepartment
We otrtainl% applaud the public sets ice
as-us lutes that the% do. and 'i.e don't want to
he the reason that the don't do those over
s. 55 /"rrt" I.
hcr ,e,ilerner,- .s
.4,113t14•11 and APO is trsing to look to the
With Visa' you'll be accepted at 'no-, &tar 10 million
places. nearly three times more rhar A.--,er,can Express
And that's not a rnesee-,,t
Vila it% Everywhere You Want To Be'
long term ramifications of losing the ov.
tract Sonic of the fund raising ideas ranged
horn org an i 7 ng a " 50.141 sort of fund nicer
where st) percent of the proceeds uould go
to a charitable cause and SO percent venuld
go hack Info the APO fraternit%. or even
inserting the monr% that the have received
and using the interest to fund charitable
causes
"We're not reall% planning on sitting on
our buns with the more% that the !use us.
what we are hoping to do is put several fund
•
raising events into action.- Suttiertvurg said
According to Rill Reed. Sergeant at Arms
at API l the are going to have to retool hos%
the% are diving their Iundraoing
Are ais It ot its anmit
that about one third of us base %yrs substan-
tial ideas to replace those w 1th other projects
that will both serve the communits and be
good tundraising events at the came ume.
Reed said
Millee's 'MUM into-markv arc
nertmento, mono siess beftiviora
eltsevelets It &Pews deperve...^.
We Need lo Mow
Ar mien potation a reasatie sr ore
busy Cotowiwk flagon olket, a
tiart milks cokes slolotil tot
monsvomm .4 15 bars per wok A-
nn Who* noisrcli tilleorsom
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• Nature at its best
Gift from woman seen as key to Rangeley preservation plan
RANGELEY. Maine (API— A Massa-
chusetts woman w ho is donating 7,000 acres
to expand public lands in serstem Maine's
Rangeley Lakes region says the gift is the
culmination of a two-decade quest to pro-
tect the pristine area from development
"People spoil whaithey admire:' Bessie
Wright Phillips told the Manx. Times. "And
w hen they get it an built up, they move on,
heiause what they admire was what they
started with. not what they ended with
She added. "There are plenty of ugly
developments, and there have to he some
places that are protected This is a heautitul
place. and I've worked hard for 22 years to
protect it
Mrs Phillips. who lives in Salem, Mass
said her late husband Stephen had equatori-
al communications company model TQP-
ViN controller number PPPWQPTO firm-
% are number OR.NPPI-T AIX.) re% c cop) -
right Ka. QOIR founder of the Rangeley
I ,akes Heritage Trust. which is expected to
eventually hold the easements on most of
Mrs Phillip:: property , said her donation
V. as crucial to persuading state and federal
agencies to buy adjacent parcels,
'That gase us a tremendous leg iip,' •
Richard Spencer. a Portland lawyer who
spends summers la the Rangeley area, said
Wednesday
She hasn't been giver !leads enough
credit for what she's done up here." Tom
Doak of the Maine Forest Sent ice told the
Times
Mrs Phillips' property inclusks a 3,000-
acre paicel along the Kennetiago River and
the eastein shore of Cupsuptic Lake. and
2,000 acres along the west shore and mile-
long Students Island on Moocelooktriegun-
tic Lake. The property includes about 15
miles of shorefront. Spencer said
The Rangeley lakes Heritage mist plans
to buy 1.250 acres that the Boise-Cascade
paper company owns or: Cupsuptic and
Mociselookrineguntic lakes for Si 2 million
It plans to sell the development tights on
that land for 5510.0(X) to the U.S Forest
Set's Ice for its Forest L. eg a c y project. de-
signed to protect forest land for public use
anti production of forest products
"We're going to raise mone.s to make
up the difference." said Spencer
The trust also paid International Paper
Co 5140.000 for the 1.951-acre Bald
Mountain, which separrtes Mooselook-
meguntic and Rangeley lakes It plans to
sell most of that property to the Land for
Maine's Future Board for S450.000. Spen-
cer said
Those parcels will atit.i.ient the nearis
21.000 acres between Mooselookmeguntic
and Richardson lakes that the state Bureau
of Public Lands already owns
 ClIgN1111411.11.11.111,6111111111MMISIBI, 111111a110100141111111111
Court throws out assault charge, not murder conviction
CONCORD N AP) — Prosecutors
"sed the came es tame to prove different
charges against a tomer Epping man con-
toed of ming to kill his girlfriend. so iNne
charge must he thrown out, the gate Su
prerne Court ruled Thursday
However, the coon rejected V. alter
Hutchinson's request to dismiss the most
serious charge. attempted first-degree mm
Jet It instead ihrrw out a first degree as-
•ault cons iction
The assault indictment charged Hutchin-
son caused the % ictim serious iniur) by
rim-swig no 'naiads tighliy arotmel her neck.
thereby deprit ing her brain of oxy gen "
"The indictment for attempted murder
alleged the same conduct, that is. the defen-
dant's strangulation of the %Kam The stale
ooncedes that the two charges meet the
'came evisienee test and that the dual con-
victions and sentences violate the double
jeopardy clause of the state coristitution.
One ot the cons kaions consequently must
he set wade; the coon said
Hutchinson, Mi. ss as cm: icted in Rock
ingltam Count, Superior Court of heating.
binding and strangling his former girlfriend.
causing se% ere brain damage Hutchinson
admitted committing the April 1990 assault.
but said there was no premeditation
He appealed his attempted murder con.
viction.sasing likigeW illiam Cira erred !'s
providing instructions to the Jur) on the
gene!), crime of attempted murder, rather
than ,nstruoing them spesilicalh. about at-
tempted first-degree murder
lhe high sawn rercted the ::--ytiment.
casing Gray 's instructions were thorough
and appropriate
The :owl ilsorerected fititchinson'sclaim
that Gray erred by alloss in the proses. utor to
tell the jut' premeditation u-as unnecessar
for an attei,,pied murder cons icnon
"Not onl:s did the prosecutor's assertion
con-ei,ils charasten7e the lass, but it also
followed his statement that the trial judge
would instruct the on the lass." the
court wrote.
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• Politics
GOP possibles mull upcoming senate campaign
At GI S1 A. Maine (API — Maine Re-
r,,Nkans have yet to field a challenger to
Senate Majority Leader George 1 Mitchell,
nut a nevi potential candidate acknow ledged
Thursday he is weighing a bid
Assistant House Minority Leader Ste-
phen M Zirnkilton. R-Mount Desert, said
he recently visited Washington to solicit
campaign advice and financial assistance
for Republican House candidates next year
Zimkillon said that. dunng the course of his
top, he met with % ariety of party officials
and others w ho urged him to think about
taking on Mitchell
"1 v. as encouraged to give consideration
to challenging Senator Mitchell." Zimkil-
ton said in a telephone inters iew from his
home "We are giving it some thought •
Znrikiltoo's expression of interest rix.-cs
him alongside another House Republican.
Achtung!
Health Profession Students
An exciting year is being planned for members of the
Health Professions Club. If u have not registered
with the Health Professions Office, please do so The
office is located in Room 285 Aubert Hall, phone
number 581-2587.
Along i,vith our newly launched "MENTOR PROGRAM" an
array of guest speakers and possible field trips are being
planned.
Rep Richard A Bennett 01 Noma). t
oo
also has said he might nun against Mitchell
Bennett did not respond immediately
lhursday to a telephone message left at his
home.
Mitchell. v. ho w as appointed to the Sen-
ate to fill a % acancy left when Edmund S
Muskie resigned to become S. secretary
of state. won election in his own right in
1 40I2. He w as re-elected in 1988 when he
garnered more than ft° percent of the vote
against GOP challenger Jasper Wyman.
lirnkmlton. 15. alluded to Mitt-heirs per-
ceived strength Thursday by saying, "1 don't
think that there's anybody who is invincible
or who is an unbeatable candidate '
At the same time, saying that Bennett
tt ould be "a fine caodidate.'' limkilton said
RepuNicans ought not to he troubled h) the
possibility of a contested primary election
 -1•16.
Aiundayriver
College Season Past.
$295
Fop time Undergraduate & Graduate Students only;
&WI w",Pr• ourcryised after '011'93
College Discount Card
$25
$10 OFF trft ticket prit..e every time you ski Sunday,Fn.vp%
Sunday River is six mountain peaks 12 chairlifts 90 trails 505
acres of skiable terrain ..90% snowmaking coverage . home of White
Heat the steepest longest widest lift-serviced expert trail in the East!
Call or write Sunday Rivr.r Ski Resort PO Box 450. Bethel ME 04217
(2071 824-3000
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• For your health
11
Hepatitis B is concern for college population• 
By Karla Stansbury
Staff Writer
At a time vs hen sexually transmitted
diseases are a serious and much-discussed
probkm. it is smart to take precautions be-
fore it is too late
Hepatitis B is a unique virus as there is a
vaccine for it. The vaccination process is a
series of three shots. Having the vaccine
would take away the fear of contracting
hepatitis B. the viols that infects more than
300.000 per year, more cases than measles.
Mark Jackson, director of student health
services said
iiepauto infh-rn.nal:Y,n • •i
dm, which can affect all of the functions the
liver performs. Martha Eastman, nuising
coordinator of Cutler Health said.
Jackson said the virus can he transmitted
sexually and by exposure to infected mate
hats. such as blood, saliva. semen, and vig
inal fluids He said hepatitis B is one of the
major sexually-transmitted diseases affect-
ing the college population today
Hepatitis B is more contagious than HI \
anti the virus can survive on a surface for up
to seven dal•s. Jackson said the virus can he
passed by sharing toothbrushes. ruors..aid
needles
Jackson recommends that every student
,,,sess their need for the vaccination It a
person is sexually active or faces the possi-
!silky of being exposed to human blood. they
should get the v accination.
-I haven't seen anybody get sick or have
a problem from the vaccination.- Jackson
said
recommend the use m condoms, and
all of tbe other practices recommeaded for
protection against HIN•'." Jackson said.
Pie-e is no cure or treatment for chronic
hepatitis B A person can have acute hepati-
tis B, a one-time irritation to the liver, Jack-
son said. Acute hepatitis B tends to go away
hut enters chronic stage in 10 percent to II
percent of people with the acute hepatitis B
Jackson said if a person contracted chronic
hepatitis B. and was elle to have a liver
transplant. the virus Is still in their tissue.
Some symptoms of hepatitis B are fa-
tigue. weakness, and loss of capability to
cocicentrare
\ r'- 4 that the the .Arner
scan Col kge ii ,soclaticin leo immendy
all college students get the vaccination
-Definitely , if a person is going to have
an other- sexual relationship than a mixing
amen, one WhC6, Ilk's know the person:
a per-scat is a health care professional. 0,
or in any other profession that might col:,
into contract with Wood, they should get 0,
v accination,- Eastman said
f.astman said to get the s accinati.
person can make an appointment at the
mg clink in Cutler Health Center preferahi
in time to get the first shot by Nov 15
because there is a one month and a fivr
month follow -up shot
Jackson said Cutler is receiving a sprc
price on the vaccine from the manilla'
so it will be between Sr and $50 pet •
In studies, after the third dose. it is
g' percent effective. Jackson said
Eastman's goal is to have I 5 people g.
ia and get the vaccination She said there IS
PI IVI G
sc.1,HooLD.
If vial have a Maine Drivels Permit and would like further driver'‘ Instruction.
a pre-mad test or use of a vehicle for a road test call and leave a mes•-aer
Call 862-6700.
 
4=1•116
also an antibody screening test for $15 if and may be protected
anybody think, they may have been in Jackson said that researchers recently
contact with hepatitis B. but never con- tested a drug for curing hepatiticli 'The ilrug
tracteil it. and have the antibodies against worked well on animals with the virus. but
it. or had already begun the series of shots five humans died when given the drug
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• Cheating
 ,0,1111MM
Growing number of midshipnicn
implicated in cheating scandal
\ WO! is; '1/41,1 ;PI ins
are pursuing s :ors against at least 126
tchipmen imphs ated in w hat could he the
h,ggest che.ning scandal since the \ :oat
hi 'r tide is a, established in
101
Six mtdshipmen. the as adenix 's term for
students. were recommended tor expulsion
last spring after school officials determined
the had seen ads ante copies of an eleor it al
engineering exam taken last December
Another ,ni ectieal ton which began ihi•
I , th„
students also heing i etated
the as Imes, hich tint reported
the impel:tor general had ieloped cases
against 125 midshipmen. said in. estigators
now helieie as mans a• 21111l tumors max
hair seen some or all of the test which was
en to about 700
1 ('m& Paul VXeishaiipt the as ade
s pithi . attairs officer...lid the in\ esti
gation is continuing
-I don't know enough to sa whether
125 is right or wrong... he said of the num-
ber imphcated "Were just waiting for the
mi est Talton to conclude
Ins estigators sax some midshipmen w ho
saw the test max hair hehei ed it was an old
one and the atademi consider' looking at
an old test an acceptable studs guide
The academx '5 worst prei ions cheating
scandal was in 1974 when h I students were
ia an ini estigation into the use of
s sheris' &rill!: a nai4.1tronti in
Sei en were expelled
In the current ins estigation. 2/4 tumors
were initialli accused of cheating on the
electncal engmeenng test liontif hoards
made up of midshipmen recommended ex-
pelling ! 1, but foe were cleared bx acade•
offis tat,
• History in motion
Vintage trucks, train to
arrive in Portland Sunday
POR11 at`Sla. Maine AP \ *iconic" ix(
intake tnisks hauling a collection of antique
trains. will take resident. ot Maine's largest
cits on a trip hack through time this aretera0
s going to he quite a spectacle.' prom
isedl-rs mg Bickford the armouth trucking
executor uho is organizing Sundax • tnp
At least 40 antique trucks will he used to
haui se. nal tionen narrow gauge cars. :a
boosts and loconiotites to their new dim -
case at the Maine %arrow Gauge Railroad
Museum on f-ore Street Bickford said
The cons oi plans to kave the Fria% ille
Railroad Museum in South Caner. Macs.
where the train equipment has been since the
ftmos, wi Sunda i morning and to pact
through downtown Portland sometime in
the afternoon
Bit ktord said tour si the trucks use the
%Mir tractors that were used to transpiwt the
equipment from Maine to Massachusent
nearli 50 iran ago
The trams. called "tit is- frown. because
of the sire of their wheel base. were used
almost exclusisrli in Maine dunng the late
1 gists arid earls 14110s The ph-esent reloca-
tion is ill culminate a S: ffillheirl fund raising
effort bx Pilittf21. Sprague I, . ihe Maine
museum's founder and president
Sprague t wife. Joanna. said Thursdax
the museum currentli houses a limited
amount ot flair.% -gauge equipm.-ni. includ-
tng an engine, a plush parlor car, a passenger
tar, a caboose and about 100 feet of track
The shipment that volt afro e 5undai
includes four locomotives. ii passenger cars.
nine heocars. nine dump a seven excur
*ion car' and tu Ow. AC.,
Nrw ,iU5ED ("1UiTAR5r,
IWY, SELL 1-RAVE
,7
Z MILL
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OR( P,1(
(7c-.7) irk
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new and used electric and acoustic guitc,
basses • amps • strings • supplies • lessons
Noon-5 30. Monday througk Saturday
Rear Ailin lb 'its I snch, the at-ad
emx '• superintendent. then recommended
that six he expelled the secrrtarx ot the
Na'.'. has x et to as-ton tn. recommendation
hie of the %iv Rodnes alkeT. told The
Associated Press last spring that manx stu-
dents had ads ance copies of the exam and
academi official* were making scapegoats
of the six to trx to hush up the extent of the
cheating
x itch said then that wasn't true, adding
he would recommend that net) member of
,hr minor lass he expelled if he found thy,
alt
IA alker said seieralloothallplaserc is ere
among those who saw copies of the test
VC eishaupl wouldn't comment on the num
her ot football plair s iniolved
Rand x Stoker, a senior from San Diego
who chairs the academx 's honor committee
said 1 uesatai the midshipmen want to p, •
0 Fish
Pogy season
draws to a dose
II AR PS A.ltt. Maine I AP Pogy
fishermen and dealers said they had a
ui this sear, with the catch
do'.; ii about 80 percent
' this is our worst one in the six sears
that e'se been doing it.- said Spencer
I ul ler. whose convent , Resource
Trait*, is the agent for three Ruoisat
ships tot process the fish.
Sour fishertram blamed thepogyritsrth
on this summer's it/woolly cud oVitei.
potriec. knourt formally an me.nha
den, impale up and down the AtIontic
coast and have supported a fishery in
?iL.s 1.1,
in slimmer. Mc:  
anchored oil the Least of Bailey Island
can lake in, promss and send back kJ the
homeland between 35,00C old 41.000
tons nl pogies There, the fliti meal is
used to teed livestock.
This sooner, the, pa r.about
'.0100to. said Fuller
• Court
Man found innocent hi
shaken baby death
B ANG(*. Maine kr A connna
man was found Innocent Thursdai it charg -
es that he killed his gutifriend's habx con
three sears ago
Pertohscist Supenor Court lust ice Marg-
aret Israi‘huk said the ei iderice was not
suffit vent to find Scott Butler guilt% of kill-
ing c-rnonth old Damian Brow n in 1)ecerii
her lOgn
Kra' chuk noted that doctor. testits ing at
Rutter' k trial had presented contlit ling tes-
nmonx
Prosecutor. and defense law', en agreed
that the child died of "shaken he b'. sin
&rime but the, disagreed on utio might
hr responsible
Butler s lass s en had maintained that the
1
hat the .ipporunit . nirrihechildbc,
she left him in Bullet's care
Butler was alone with the halts few 45
minutes to an hour before the
returned home and found Butler h
hats',. who was unconscious and
Air
l'he Nibs died sax class later
1 wo doctors testified that the ha:-
likelX was shaken at least an hour her'
began mci expenence breathing problernt
That conflicted with earlier medical tes
timons
Darman's clinical pediatric MOW,
and ('hid t Medical Flitarmner Dr H
R an testified that the child would hal,-
begun having respirators pronierns
being shaken
Sihreti6imea
OM\
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The Perfect Place to bring Family & Friends...
Crt I ittallemillahmob .( JAIN
UNIVERSIT\ 1 ol 1Z 1994
Saturday. September 18th 8pm-12am
Sunday, September 19th 10am-10pm
University of Maine Wells Commons
$2.m UM Students $3.x General Public
jimi Hendrix: On the Road 1994 I - niversii.% Tour. a state-of-the-art audio side°
es ent. Outfitted with cutting-edge equipment. digital sound and compu
ter technolop,
this tras cling show catapults Hendrix into the 21st centur and helps 
fans to
appreciate the man and his music more fulls than e'er before. The 
show is hosted I”
the Off' Campus Board and the Office of Multicultural and Special Pr
ograms, Center
for Student Serx ices.
Designed to capture the spirit of a Ike concert. On The Road 19)4 is a self-
contained
exhibition featuring interactise 'stations' situated within the gargantu
an. digitall -
created graphic displa:‘s. Students. Varna, and Friends will encoun
ter a nine-monitor
concert Video Wall. interactive tis.ion facVne. -- a -touch sensitise- 
TN screen and
laser disk controlled t” an Npple Computer and CD-ROM softwar
e -- and the Electric
Church audio sculpture as the pass through the show, participatin
g in a trul three-
dimensional multi-sensor experience each step of the was. The Elect
ric Church. for
example. allows guests to manipulate Jimi's note and riffs 1” placi
ng a hand or other
bod part) close to one or more of the six tubular shaped columns repres
enting the
stnngs of a euitar. It is 'air guitar pia ing of the highest order.
The N ideo Wall will feature films of Jimi's clarsie live perform
ances. including the
clomesticall unas ailahle at Woods-rock.- a 60-minute film w
hich captures one of
his most d.,namic and spectacular performances. Other concert
 performance films
includ( the Montere, Pop Festis al. the isle of %Night. Berkele. the 1tlant
a Pop Festival
and a biographical pieces, "The Fxperience."
On the Road 1944 is a SCI-F1 road show that entertains. educates a
nd excites thc
senses through techn&og onl dreamt of during Jimi's lifetime. *11 
'participating' in
this larger-than-life multi-media show. Hendrix fans w ill find a new
 road into the
artist's life and music.
For more information call
Office of Niulticultural and Special Programs 581-1425
The Maine 6zmpus. Friday, September 17, 1993
EditorialPaw_
• Column
One never forgets
1,‘ Deanna L. Partridge
An anions mou scolumn similar to this one. called "Pay Al
41
.
tention," appeared in the The Maine Caritpur last year The
difference is I didn't have the guts to put my name on it then
Things have changed
! •A as raped I • herr • :.•' \ ',Ifs • -.'' m'nth.. three ueekc
and Pio days It nescr goes issai It sin m., ,,,nci s0-,,,-. r ; 
, ,.;e ,i,-Ki I h 3.,c f,-,,,j.k
to my car in the 0,711mIlter lot. alien I try to sleep at night. alien I hare to !ease i
n
the middle of a graphic mos ie scene. alien I listen to people comment about 
a
recent case in the newspaper Always
I remember what happened to me not because I hoarder on the obsessed. hut
because it is impossihk to forget something so life changing
The column I unite last year described the circumstances of my rape The point
*as to shos people that it can happen to anyone Your friend. your sister, your
trit'eleT. %iv
There aas no akohol involved. I wasn't a tease or dressed seductively or
walking alone in a had neighborhood i a acn'i one of -those girls.- whateve
r
that •s supposed to mean My case doesn't fit the stereotypes
I a as a straight k student from a nice family weanng a long wool dress a oh a
turtle neck arid winter hoots, getting a ode home on Christmas from a gm I had
been deans for nearly a year
So. of shoe shall the accused"
The justification I base heard for my rape is hat after two people have been
dating for "a while." set is expected
Is sex like some aarranty on a toaster' If you're not fully satisfied %Ann kft
days. you're entitled to some kind of compensation Who sass'
For nearly three sears I hese been harassed and stalked by the same guy who
raped me I've been followed a-ound campus and my tires have been flattened
while l'se been in class I haven•t been alloard the chance to forget
What can herr done to five me some semblance of a life hack' Th.% summer
the Maine State Legislature passed an ant-stalking law That will help ait the
lea ; aspect of rny cage
What about the social aspect. though There is a stigma to tieing a rape %slim
ks a society an tend to Name the swum- %%hat she did. %hat she didn't do. what
she shou'd have dime That doesn't help /ITI,,VIE What we need is for people to
open the; minds before they open their mouths
I prefe to consider myself a survivor 1 . an i explain why a guy decided he
could hurt me deeper than I thought wa_s prsuhle I can t rustily his or any other
rapist 'bet avior I can only prom myself, learn from the experience, go on girth
my life and use my nes perspective to help others I have come a king way kis ad
reclaiming To life arid 11181kirtg a difference
Does n take hemming a swum or having someone close becoming a victor
before pent* mill OW' ('ham-es IIIT you little% UM Vwnenrie who charts m
y
experience V aybe she never felt she could tell you because of something you
once said or di in 't say lltink about n
Rape and Sexual Assualt kviareness Week ends today For some, the aware-
ness of rape never ends For wwne. aa arersess has yet to begin
• 1 would like ti Otani MIN A 10- al. Aii low ciippwr and panesoe anti I p•zr%
tear sisnedas iiirs panne, wri, tie atne it .- 'VW to' termu with MN Itinerienre,
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• Learning techniques .
Group learning done right
Most students at I'Maine jimbably
keep an (lien mind about study tech-
niques and new ways of learning. just as
professors probably. do. Ihflerent things
are done to make better use of precious
time and learn sc hat needs to he learned.
One of the techniques professors may
use to help students learn more is to have
them work in groups This can he very
prisductis e when people put in an effort
to learn all they ..an arid pull their own
weight in the group
However, there are some students
who inevitably end up getting into a
group and not talking to their peers This
may he because the) are shy . But, with-
out interaction, it is hard to come to a
group consensus
Other times. the-e ,s the per\.Nn
likes group work because ',tr.!, can pav.n
their part of the work off on someone else
in the group. knowing it will es entually
get done because the entire group gets the
same grade
There are shy people that do their %yogic
regardless of whether they interact well or
not. It is the people %%lam tshy or nofflazy
or have no sense of structure and organira-
non that make gmup work difficult
Bet ore ass:rmg group... professors
should he open to student concerns. not
all students should for one's mis-
takes. Group work can he fun if handled
in the nght sik ay It is easier to do good
wort with more minds
With conscientious students and
ass are professors. grOttp prtlieCtS can he a
good thing PUS)
• PANitary ban bosemod
We won't ask, you don't trIl
You kan be a homosexual aid he in dr
Ti-
When you are filbrig out the enlist-
ment form and you get to Or part 'there II
asks Ice sexual ‘inentation. ignore it Pres -
;dent Chnoon has said the military won't
ask hut you still can't tell In other words
stay in the closet, hut go ahead and crack the
door open a little
Expecting a total lift of de han ii war-
thing not hkely If Clinton reneged on any
promises to his supporters in the gay com-
munity by compromising la lth the "don't
ask, don't tell'. . he did rt through
the reali7ation that too much change does
not always ache-use the right objectives.
especially if the nght objectives include
staying On top ot the list of frItiliip %VIM-
power%
%may mid civilian life are not die same
thing
The I "tilted States no kiriger has a
mandator) draft, and applicants for enlist-
Merit are heavily screened kilning de rrah-
iar meow/she wining To give urcertam rights
for dr gond of- national defense
km wave of change that seeks to ma-
nipulate Afferent views on a society may tilt
he for the plod of the wrned frvem
klthosigh f'braon won the Presidency
with his propects for change. the military
is eirr area that has served its purpose well
without any major change
The gay community is free to he
themselves in a liberal society Host es -
et, 'then homosexuals sign their names
on the military 's dotted line, they can
expect to not he asked, and they hetter not
tell anyone of their sexual orientation
or hack to civilian life thes go with its
different views 01 eirkx-erline and order
Okft
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• Feature of the Week—Student Life
VVhen UMaine won't do,
check out surrounding towns
Photo collage by Tim Boyd
By Bonnie Simcock
Staff Writer
Editor's note • The following ts the last tnstallnsent
in the thrre-part series about student life
Eventually. even after expeliencing all the activi-
ty on the University of Maine campus, a student has
to explore outside the campus boundaries for activi-
ties and entertainment
following are sups( stions of places to go and
things to do but there is no way to include everything
around UMaine. Part of the fun of getting to know
the nes is discos orine it for If
Students rE' themselves sit
baffling the crowd at the dining commons There are
several options besides fast food chains
Realaarants: Par's Pizza offers pizza, subs and
Italian food and an ambiance popular with snide-tits
for more than three generations
"Our relationship with the university is great Pat s
has neen delivering pizza there for 62 years." Carol
Thompson, a fill-in manager said it used to be the
only place to go Most students who graduated from
the univers'ts also got diplomas from the Tar Room
(the downstairs barn"
Thompson said people who graduated 40 yens
ago come back and reminisce at Pat's making it a
meeting place for both nes. and old students She said
Pat's has been generous over the years donating piz-
za or different things to carnatin activities
Many other pizza places such as Pt:7a nom,.
Pizza ?Coq or Old renill Nouse of Pizza Restaurarat.
have followed in Pat's tradition of setting the cam-
community Most all of them have student dis -
counts or run crampons in student publications
If you have a little bit more money to play with
and have had more than your share of slices for the
week. you could try Governor's. Margarita s Res-
taurant. Watering Hole. Jasmine's or China Garden.
Governkx s1tts. fix 51ret-
song* prices They are most talked about for their
desserts. especially the Federal Deficit. a conglomer-
ation of almost everything they have
Margarita's offers Mexican and American au-
ntie They also run special mem at the bar (see
cfc. under "Stasi
Jasmine's has fine Italian food and runs vernal
pmmotiorn on Tuesdays. some R'ednesdays, and
Thursdays On Tuesday its Pktti 'ffl You Run Night.
Thursday 's special is named Lasagna Fandago The
first NI:evinesiday and Thursday of every month they
have fresh shipments of codaman k's an popular.
Jasmine's has started the Calamari Club compleie
with oewsletter mailings
Clima Garden has rat guessed it Chinese and
Polynesian food They also offer take-out and deliv-
ery when you have a crating for something exotic
Nov you'll have a fun stomach and feel like going
out and having fun If you're over 21, read on If not,
skip to the next section
Bars alight Donee limbs Getith 's is the most
frequented bar on Iltursdas nights because of its 25
cent drafts It has recendy been revamped with a
high-esch sound cynical and special effects for the
dance foot
Warrarrsa's Res-moan and Watering Hole. be-
sides having the upstairs bar and table area has
trcently redesigned in downstairs. previously knowr
as F.: C'heapo'-.. to resemble a pub A large smell
TV. games and fries-lull have replaced live enter-
tainment
'lira year having live music and dancing rut too
muct of a strain or the building itself We've tried to
tone it down, make n low kry and upgrade its kink'
making it have more of a pub atmosphere." Mike
Dunn, manager of Margarita's. said
Margaritas also runs specie promotional nights
Margarita M.-1May% include a live /effort with 104
See STUDENT LITE on page 24
'It's 11:30 and I've got a test tomorrow where', that damn election story”
We stay up late so you can get up early
-Someone spilled pizza on the dummy for the front page. what did it say,'
The layout often wins design awards
among the college press
' We've got fifteen minutes to finish the last four pages or we miss the truck and drive
to Ellsworth at I AM'
We haven't missed an issue in five years
'1 just saved the story into WED. LIVE but it's not there'
We're one of the most technologically
advanced newspapers in
New England
The Maine Ca < "las An Openmg For A
tillothinand And Stresa-fleallalarit Ptoduction Assistant To Help
In Laying Out And Creating Our Beloved Newspaper We Use Aickrs PageMaker Cin
Macintosh Computers From One End Of The Procen To The Other And Who Know^ You
May Get To Do An Ad
The Maine Campus
Conie Tolls. Basement Cot lord Hatt Or Call Mike Timberlake At Sat • 1267 Mary!
YOU'RE INVITED TO ATTEND
The DA/city-Fourth Annual
FAMILY & FRtENDS WEEKEND
Families and toms& ot the I. ni‘ersit can choose tror.-
a wide variety of programs including -
-Organizational Fair on the Mall
-President's Welcome and liMaine Football game withMassachuserts
Maine Center for the Arts pesformence of "STARS OF AMERICAN
BALLET'
-Roger Clapp Greenhouse & other Open Houses Around Campus
-The Hudson MUCIMIIII- "PRE-COLUMBIAN & NATIVE
AMERICAN COLLECTIONS-
-Antique, Collectible, & Craft Market in the Field House
- ROSSING LINES," '1'HE MODERN ART OF THE PRINTS.'
'ONWARD ART." "AMERICAN VISION- and "COSTUME AND SET
DESIGN- by the Museum of Art
-Page Farm & Home Museum Open House
-Ihtaine Vs Boston University - Men's Soccer and UMaine s Hazy ard
- Women's Soccer Matches -"IQ AND THE BANDITS, in theHauck
Auditorium & Ellis Paul in the Peabody Lounge
-Lobster Feast Sponsored Ivy Campus Living featunng '1_0ST IN
YONKERS"
-Athletic Mementos & Memorabilia Pest & Present. Aquaculture at U
Maine, Pulp & Paper Making. Rommel Decision Support System Lab. Cre
sting a Ovaracter for the Stage with Makeup. Dance Company Exhihmon,
Archaeology Alcing the Penottis,:v-g Alternative HorneHeating An-angemen.
Ecological Display . Telescoptc Viewing of Sunspots. Steam Calliope Den-
onstrancom and Display's
-Anything Goes Moat on the Stillwater
-Hirundo Wildlife Refuge and Lyle E Linkftekl Trial Ornamenta,La
den Tours
-RINK Skating and Swimming
For SPECIFIC DETAILS shout the programs. contact Student Activities & Or
ganizatvisew 146111111111iUlli011 SU-4 793.
PLAN U)SIrt: PART OF A MC-1AL U MAINE
TRADIlitYrerottI If IOW RV'AITAIIIER
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Your Daily
Horoscope
annul
For Friday, September 17
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRIHDAY:
ou're extremely ambitious, and tend to
hide !hi trait under a cover of modesty
a n d humor You have serious long range
coals, which you pursue wt.,1 a quiet, sin-
-k minded determination that brings ylvu
stouts and steadils closer to your obiec-
tives
,.ertainly elcorne aftell a
he re..-ent enus tnne of Ju-
piter has things running smoothly Friend-
ships are renewed.
TI11 RI'S (April 211 -Mis 211): En
',port betwt-en -V% orkers make,
! to function as a team This is also
a great time to let someone special know
how you feel!
GEMINI (Ma, 21 - June 201: Venus
trines Jupiter. bringing harmons to exist-
ing lose ties and turning up the heat in
heretofore lukewarm rel monships Passion
is the result
CANCER tJune 21 • Jul, 22): k more
6ingenial atmosphere takes some of the
pressure off. as others are more relaxed
and willing to help you reach sour goal.
It s (su need help, just ask
I.E0 dui, 23- Aug. 22): A love from
'our pact may make an unexpected ap-
real.ukt. ..nd you should .arefully con
cider your next move before you proceed
trom here What do you realls ,A ant from
this relationship'
NIRGO (Aug. 21 • Sept. 22): low
career gets a welcome boost from the tnnc
.s1 Venus and Juniter Re sure to thank
those who have !lc tiled you along'
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Luck i-
on sour ,ide Cultural events are exciting
cm ` un Lovers entos a period of tender
ness and intima,s
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nev. 21):
mac receive a sudden windfal, from a
sem un!ikels source as Venu, trines Ju-
piter' A time of expanding financial ho-
rizons '
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 211:
Social energs and lots of people contact
are highlighted throughout the das You
wort unusually will within a group, pi:is...t-
his as a sect-son in command
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jon. 19): The
new path you have chosen is illuminated
Ss the lucky influence of the ‘'enusiliipt
ter tnne New relationship. partite %l'
potentia!
kOkRI(TS Ilan. 20 - Feb. 111): Pas
,onEvii.mits single and married Aquarian,
as a woriderfulls romantic spell takes holn
on are eitpecially creative and impulsive
now and should act on your hunches
PISCES (Feb 19 - Morels 21): 'Vertu,
trine limiter returns a sense of equdihriiim
to vow dad% routine loved ones are es
pecial,s understanding arid supportive nos
%faint' CampuA.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Saturday, September 18
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRMDAy:
sire to care for people you love comes first
id foremost for those born today! You
ould he hurt if) OUT faintly ftleltlhen tt`iTied
s anyone eke in time of need. You have the
tslity to absorb their stress, taking the weight
ti a loved one's shoulders onto your Own.
'oil don't albs ansth.7 to interfere with
t3lIT home life it you can help it
&RIFt March 21- April 19): Aspe,
fnend•s hchasioi which seemed totally
t of place lust a few days ago are finally
%Timed Be aware of the subtle nuances
• work here
1 AtRIIS f April 20- May 201: Spoken
tmuses are contracts written in thin an
.tritraslual agreements must he commit
c.1 to pen and paper to hold up
%UM I May 21 - June 20): If you
• S.ti a good idea, forrn a committee
work on it. Independence is stnmgls
s isevi• avoid needlecsIs involving others
your plans
CANCER flaw 21 -July 221: 'Mere is
tong astrological focus on new faces en-
nru: sour world A vacattor, or business
fated tnp, us also hinted at
1E0 fluty 23 - Aug. 221: Charm is
our single greatest weapon in sales nego
ations, job inters mai*, and other ouns ant
directed relationships rlo% on know
, • but should neware
kit intimidating them
VIRGO 4wg. 23- Sept. 221: Broaden-
,viir understanding of a subject that has
Isluas fascinated you reveals new vistas to
explore The first step is the hardest
LIBRA (Sept. 23 -Oil. 22): A clar.des-
1, nsmanni involvement m.ss seem facci-
niiing a: the outset Forbidden fruit tieing
tvr. sucetest Be aware that this relation-
s'-hr will onls create turrniil in your life in
hsng run
SCORI10 tOct. 23 • Nos. 21): A co-
w ,rker inl opens his mouth to change
err Try to laugh instead oil losing your
emir,- his coviai blunders are funny
SAGI1T ARIUS (Nos. 22 - Dec. 211:
real challenge comes not from staying
lit lit a difficult situation, hut from getting
oiii gracetulls Clflie you're in Have an exit
oute he'ore you dive in
t Al`RItORN tiler. 22 - Jan. 19i: You
w..in i he satisfied with youi gertormance
'skis . hut you're making progress Avoid
mg excessively critical ot yourself and
realistk in yout expectation
ACIARWS Ilan. 20 - Feb. 1/I): Plas
strictly hy the rules those who take chon
s ills are tempting fate todas' A quick-fix
tuitIon will backfire in a h.g was'
P1S('ES 1Fe4t. 11 • March 201: It's
crucial to know who you can and cannot
t^lisl with personal information today Bet-
ter yet to remain client It's hect to err on
the %kir ol caution
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Personal Astrolo0' Consultations 113) Telephone
Cali 1-900-7-26-3014 Sc talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
persona. rrinciens - love and compatability work money career.
relationsh pa family
Not a tape or computer message' Astrologers are 2371.1Iable seven days a
week morning through evening at a cost of S2 99 per minute which is billed
to your telephone The first minute is FREE You mum be IS or cider Call
today -- I-1111110-700-0008.
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Much Ado About Nothing
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• MCA opens this weekend with gala
• A poet's debut in the artists' room
• Original art, poetry, etc., still wanted
• Balkan right for rape services
Dance music to benefit victims
By Deanna L Partridge
Staff Writer
An evening of Balkan music and in-
ternational folkdancing will highlight a
fund-raiser to benefit rape and sexual
assault sictims locally and in the fog met
Yugoslavia.
The benefit at 7 p.m., tonight in Wells
.-tunmoro lobby and I,sury
end of 1...:Maine s katx 411t1S4'
A waren -ss. Week and the beginning el Fam-
ily and Friends Weekend the progiam
will feature pn-sentations about support
services for rape and sexual assault victims
pmvided bs Rape Resoome Services, serv-
ing the Bangor area, and the International
Rescue Committee, which is working with
refugees in the former Yugoslavia Re-
freshments will he cold and donations ac-
cepted to benefit related support sets ices
"The evening will he an opportunity to
come and learn about agencies providing
rape and sexual assault support services,
come and hear Balkan music, to take
part in the traditional dancing, all in an
effort to rake money and awareness about
rape and sexual assault support services,"
according to ?Stuffy Eastman, a member of
UMaine Rape and Sexual Assault Aware-
ness Week Program Committee and fund-
raiser's organizer "Tlie atrocities of war a
world away are also happening in our
backyard We need to get involved on all
from*
ical ..mordinator of nursing. will speak on
behalf of the international Rescue Con.-nit-
see, founded in 1933 by Albert Eirotein,
Jennifer Burkhart, executive director of-Rape
Response Services, will discuss local cup.
port efforts for victims of rape and %Ccual
assault
The idea of the benefit grew out of 3
magazine article several people involved
in the planning of Rape and Sexual As-
sault Awareness Week had read, accord-
ing to Sheri Cousins. program coordinator
for Campus Living and Student Health
Services
Student Health Services clin
We were all so shocked to read about
what was happening in the former Yugo-
slavia We wanted to do something for the
women over there and also remember the
women here at home UMaine has been
looking into the issue of rape for mans
years to pc-cis ide information and education
to eliminate the problem from campus
Yet, it is important to acknowledge rape as
an ieremational issue and not just some -
!Iiing that hirsip„ •- in this
country." Cousins said
The evening will begin with music pro-
vided by Svista liuma. a female group
from Bar Harbor specializing in Balkan
songs International folk dancing. complete
with on-site instruction, will end the es ening
with music pm rded by Liberty Balalaika
Ensemble and the Huddled Masses Or-
chestra
The ['Maine benefit is coordinated by
the on versify s Rape and Sexual Assault
Awareness Week Program Committee, and
was made possible through the support of
numerous campus sponsors
• Hendrix exhibit
Purple Haze to envelope UMaine
By Deanna L. Partridge kquanan age." is known almost as much for
Staff Writer setting his guitars on fire as 
he is for the
music he made with them The Hendrix
Elvis may be King. but limi Hendrix is
alive - for the weekend any way The man
ad his 
tally recreated life during Family and Friends
Weekend at the Universits of Maine
"him hleadrix: On the Road 1994 Uni
vends Tour" is a multi-media, self-con-
tained exhibition featuring interactive dis-
plays with cutting -edge equipment. digital
sound and computer technology The idea O
to capture the spirit of a concert by the
demised guitar legend of the Vietnam era
rock n roI revolution
The exhibit was originated over a 9-
month span in England by noted rocktolo-
gist Adrian Root, then flown to the United
States where it made its world debut at New
York University earlier this week UMaine
will be the second stop on its U S tour
A glance at Boot's resume includes se-
nior photographer for Live Aid in America,
Nelson Mandela Freedom at 70. The Wall
in Berlin and Grerripeace in Russia. and
work for the World Wildlife Fund
-More than 60 percent of Jimi' s fans are
under 21 That obviously speaks well for his
rr.r.:,k Most fans weren't horn when dim
was alive," said Kurt's VCeVer, show coor-
dinator -We want to give them the experi-
ence of a concert
The organizer'. 01 the I 'Maine showing
brought the ex hihit to campus in part be-
cause they feh the Hendrix fans o! the today
needed a more rounded education
'Ninny people at this university see Hen-
del'. his style and his aura in a 5th or 40s
light This is going to turn them on to his
time." said Ethan Macomber. former presi-
ders 01 the 00 'CAMPUS Board, one of the
sponsors 01 the I Maine showing
Hendrix, who has hren referred to in
biographies as the ''v ondor or the
name is held almost synonymously with
acid rock
"It's been said that Juni.s muck waits
for the future We have yet to catch up to
‘'eevers said
Covers by current recording artists pos-
See HENDRIX on page 20
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• MCA Preview ,
Ballet stars open season with gala
Two dancers grace the stage 11 th 
the,, tribute to Rogers and Astair.
(Courtesy photo)
•
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The 1993-94 Performance Series at
the Maine Center for the Arts opens with
the dance gala "Stars of the American
Ballet. • Saturday. Sept 18 at 8 p.m.
The performance joins Robert ',Matisse.
principal dancer of the New York City
Ballet. with Susan Jaffe, Leslie Browne
and Jeremy Collins, principal dancers of
American Ballet Theater
The program is scheduled to open with
choreographer George Balanchine's ear-
ly masterpiece. "Apollo tApollon Mu-
gageteC original!) made for Diaghilev's
Ballets litlI1CeS in 1928 and set to Igor
Strasinsky s score
The fami:tar piano melodies of vines
Hendrix
by Jerone Kern. !tying Berlin and other
s
highlight a tribute to perhaps the most
famous partnership in dance- Fred Astaire
and Ginger Rogers.
"Too F_arly Seen Unkno.v n ard Known
Too Late • The Story of Romeo and Juliet
as Told by the Friar and the Nurse.- music
by Serge Proko. ie. and choreographed
by Johan Ren. al. and " Sac lot," chore
o-
graphed by Bruce Padgett. are also includ-
ed in the evening's program
Following the performance there will
he a Champagne and Chocolate Reception
with the dancers and other distinguished
guests for those 11 ho has e purchased a
special Donoi I is ket
from page 19
sibly contributed to Hendrix's return h the
mainstream For example. once dons hy
Bob Dylan. Michael Hedges and U2 both
included "All Along the Watchtower' on
albums and continue to perform the song
live Sting brought hack "Little Vs ing- ci ith
a 'ultrs jazz style on his "Dream of the I lue
Turtles': release
"Students nta) knew the music or the
sty k. hut probably don't understand as cl !ar-
ty the time or the man.- Macomber said
A nine-monitor concert cider. wall a ill
feature films of Hendrix's classic perfor-
mances, including the domestically unas all
able limi at Vi 01111141Ck '11111041 will Also
be able to interact with the "Vision Loop.- a
touch sensitive TV screen and laser disk
display The "Electric Church- audio cc op-
ium Ilows sIsitorc to manipulate notes and
raj. t•su hi ng six tubular shaped columns
representing the strings of a guitar
"People will he able to see Jimi at home,
recordingiii bed. composing and pr-fi tin -
tog We hope people %%ill Ica% e voth rt nch
fuller sense of the man,- Veevers said
Veesers estimated the exhibit contains
the worts of approximately 40 artists. In
addition to the high-tech glitz. glamour and
isual flare.. iew Cr' can expect to see
a collection of still photography. Hendrix -
inspirrd sculpture and collages specifically
designed for this exhibit
To transport the monstrous multi-media
exhibit. Vet.a ers said a brightly painted y•el -
low truck, the largest truck built in the I'm'
ed States, is used throughout the tout 11-•.:
truck is a sight-to-see in its ovvn nght
"It's beautiful It has Hendrix scenes
painted all over it.- Vee.ers said
The exhihit•k showing at the university
is sponsored by the Off Campus Board and
the (Wfice of Multicultural and Special Pro-
grams
The exhibit will be open in Wells Com-
mons on Saturday. Sept IS from 8 p m -
midnight and on Sunday. Sept 19, from 10
am -10 p m Admission is S3 for the public
or $2 with a (Maine student In
Definitely turned a corner
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o Your stuff
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The Artists' Room
Craig Wickett has hen Writing poetry
seriously since high school, hut this interest
iirsi sparked while he was in seventh grade
That's when he wrote his first poem for a
,acs and received an ' A '
Wickett. 22, is now a sophomore electri-
al engineering major at the tlnivercity of
Maine This marks his debut in the world of
i,ublished poetry.
Wicken said their is no sstem or partic-
ular method to his writing
"When it comes to me. I write it clown I
try to use sy mhols and deep-meaning things.
Wickett said.
Most of his longer and more recent works
t.fleet the '4,11414. of his pact ea gericn. es.
;kit he said he is le tx, -xpand his scope
and Imo e bey otwi that material. link b littlt
'I can't help it really . I write best when l'
teprecced." Wickert said
Wickett graduated from Hermon High
,t.chool in 1989 and (urrently lives with his
-,..17rrit, in Bangor
The Human Soul
The human soul is a pot of gold
there for all the world to see.
Anal it gleams and shines
and aW•ec our minds
when we see just what we can he
But he careful my friend
Otherwise in the end
octll discoier the unhappy truth
If you WaS1C !•ou mind
ad your soul is unkind
you'll be hung by your nal! and tooth
Wiel-frr
The Salad Dilemma
Two red onion rings
Sitting on top
One falls off
The other one drops
Three red onion rings
Sitting on a box
One falls off.
The other two talk
Four red onion rings
Sitting on a desk
One falls off
The other three jest
Five red onion rings
Sitting on a thAir
One falls off
The others dr.n't care
One lonely onion ring
Sitting on the floor.
Calls to his friends
Who care no more
They don't answer
They • re happy as clams
No goes to show
Friends don't give a damn
Wi. tor
[
Hey. we print what
we've got Its a shame
this space isn't filled
with your stuff Send it
in to The Maine Ca
or call 581-1270.
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THERE'S A
BETTER WAY
TO PORTLAND
AND BOSTON.
CONCORD TRAILWAYS
SERVES THE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE!
C,'n,xtrd Trailways, one of northern New England's largest
!ntercity bus companies, offers fast, convenient, non-stop
service from Bangor to Portland, with continuing non-stop
service from Portland to downtown Boston, and connectng
serviw to Logan International Airport. And now, there's dativ
rouncltrip service from the University of Maine in Orono,
with additional service Fridays and Sundays!
The comforts .of at
trowel for a fraction
of Vie cost. The things you
bs St about flying are here...
fast tri vet time, a movie. choice
of mustc channels, big comfort-
able seats, cltmate control and
even a snack
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less. he student tare from
Bangor • Boston (with 1.0 ) is
lust $50 naundtrip! Or travel from
Bangor to Portland for just $30
rouncftrip (with I D.) And. Its lust
2-1/4 hours to Portland from
Bangor, e'4 IA hours to Boa
ton Instead of fighting traffic.
you can read, study or just relax
In the heart of
Roston, --ociern Concord
taton is located in
the ous.cess district, Just across
the street from South Station and
AMTRAK. There's also a '7
Station with service to most
colleges arid untversttles
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Additional scheduled
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with plenty of friss,
parking at me new Trailways
Station on Rte 222 (Union
Street) Take 1-95 Exit 47 (Rte
222' Ohio StreeV Union Street)
and follow the signs to Bangor
International Airport. TraRways
is on Linton Street between
Wen .s and Midas Muffler,
almost directly across the street
from the n - r'•-artce
Can we help? Ouestio-s'
Cat Concord Trailways
TOLL FREE at 1-000-639-51 50
seven days a week trcm 7:00
am tc630pm From the
Bangor area call (207)945-4000
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• Religion
Mormon 'apostates' see purge of scholars, feminists
SAL! LAKE CITY (AP) — Six Mor-
mon scholars and feminists have recently
been summoned to defend !helmets es
against charges of apostasy --• es idenee.
they say. of a church purge of those consid -
errd intellectual heretics.
In the pact, the Mormon Church has
mused against adulterers, bigamists and
more recently. right-is ing survivalists
But the apparent it's e agaiast those is ho
publicly diffel is ith church leaders on issues
of doctrine. history and the role of women in
the church is new . say those accused.
During a hearing Tuesday night. Lynne
Vihitesides. president of the Mormon Wom-
en's Forum, N as temporanly stripped of the
nght to take communion and other church
privileges
0. Michael Quinn, a fornver professor at
Brigham Young Cnisersifyis ho has wntten
aliout admitting %omen to the Mormon
pnesthood, was also "disfellowsli;kiped' in
July_
The low others face hearings over the
next eight days Quinn said he suspects
dozens of other feminists and intellectuals
hose been warned to toe the line
Bruce Olsen. a Mormon spokesman. in-
osted the hearings do not represent a con-
certed effort by the church's central leader-
ship. Instead. various local churches are
simply mos ing to discipline members ss ho
has e made public statements seemingly. con-
trary. to church teachings. Olsen said
But Quinn and others see the guiding
hand of Elder Boy d K Packer, a senior
member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apos-
tles, one of the church's governing bodies.
Packer recently identified feminists, gays
and "so-called scholars'as the three "dan-
gers.' facing The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints.
"It' sobs toils it's from church headquar-
ters," Quinn said.
Packer is second in line, behind 85-year-
oid Howard W Hunter, to take User the
presidency of the church from 94-year-old
Ezra Tait Benson Benson has been in poor
health, and Hunter has been ailing sincc gall
bladdet surgery in May .
Quinn. who predicted he will be exwm-
municated, sees the wave of disciplinary
proceedings as 3 response to the rapid growth
of the church in recent years. The church has
about 8.5 million metnbers around the world,
compared with 4.4 inillion in 1979.
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The Rev. Elizabeth Morris in the Wilson Center last year.
Morris from page I
isc thing'. iarett most deeply about I want-
ed to claim my voice because surely the
God or Goddess who created all of life is
counting on every one of us alive today to be
leaders in our own way and with our own
s owes, in preserving life at this precanous
time in history "
Moo., claimed her voice at UMaine. In
addition to her ministry. Morns was in-
solved in various facets ot campus life.
serving as co-chair of the Gay/Leshian/B, -
sexual Concerns Committee
As a closure to a mut.. h - loved and great -
ly missed life. Estler expressed the feel-
ings of many who attended the memorial
service, "Elizabeth, rest well in peace
knowing that we will not rest, but carry
on "
23
Travel from page 1
funding for all university trips comes from
five different ledger accounts in which dol-
lars are distributed according to the nature of
the trips.
lhe educational and general ledger ac-
count consists prima! ily of tuition dollar.
and state appropriations, Rauch said The
auxiliary enterprises ledger account, he said,
is another source of funding for trips in
which enterprises such as Campus Living
and the bookstore pay for the trips them-
selves.
Also, the board of trustees designates
funding for trips from special accounts on
another separate ledger. The final two led-
gers of the out-of-date travel report. Rauch
said, are funded by. grants and contracts
One of these final two ledger accounts
receives funding primarily from the go% ern-
mcnt and the other from mostly industry
dollars, he said
Rauch said that in the long run spending
on out-of-state travel is beneficial to both
faculty an students and that tras el is "what
universities do. They research and try to find
out what other people are doing."
Lydia Seabury. a sophomore education
major, said she understands the importance
of acquiring new means of teaching and that
out-of-state travel is necessary.
"We have to be open minded about it,
because for our university to learn about
other universitiet vie obviously are going to
have to pay for our faculty to learn new
approaches to education,- Seahury said.
Gabriel Bodwell, a junior mechanical
and electrical engineering major, also ap-
proves ot putting large sums of funding into
out-ot -state [raid to an extent
"I believe that tnps should he made for
educational purposes. hut they should last
no longer than expected arid they should not
tak.: more trips than necessary," Bodwell
said.
• Nosta!g!:3/4
Caretaker bring life to lighthouse
GOAT ISLAND, Maine (AP) —
Abandoned by the sailors they once pro-
tected and now replaced by high-tech
gizmos, Maine lighthouses still can win
hearts
And Norm Brunelle wants to keep it
that way.
He's the new caretaker for an island
lighthouse station built in l831 that has
been deserted kr two years — a job he
believes is essential because too many
Maine lighthouses have been neglected.
"It's not just a good idea. It's a neces-
sity,- said Brunelle "It's part of our her-
itage
But no matter what kind ot shape they 're
in, people can't seem to stay a vs ay .
"People still look at them in amaze-
ment:* he ?Ms. "Take a look over at the
pier sometime. You'll see people lined up
over there, taking pictures of the light-
house. They're fascinated by it.-
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North Face Mats
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Student life outside the University of Maine from page 15
FOX FM with give away% on compact discs
and happy hour prices Once a month is Full
Moon Madness with a featured beer or drink
special rsometune% both). games. pnies.
rattles and gi VC3V. ay s.
The Rounrv. Firtnegant and Legeruis are
all popular bars in Bangor. Both The Bounty
and Finnegan% has a dance floor while Leg-
ends is a sports bar complete with a sports
theme menu.
The Metro Cluh is Bangor's newest and
biggest dance club and bar with 21,000
square feet There are two floors with a bar
on each level and a VII'. room with couch-
es and chairs.
"The V I.P. room is a link quieter for
those who don't wa .t the blast," Bruce
owner of The Metro Club. said
41. there's a restaurant with snack food see -
pr., burritos, chicken fingers, etc. Faukner
has planned events for almost every night of
the week As ongoing cents. Wednesday is
comedy night featunng nsmg stars on the
comedy scene. Thursday nights are college
and ladies night - ladies pay no cover charge
and male students receive a dollar off with
d Currently on Thursday nights 104.7 PDX
I'M has a live remote and hosts their version
ot "The Dating Game " There is also a three
dollar taxi availatle back to Orono for stu-
dents Live Fnday night includes live rock-
n-roll hands.
For country music losers there'. Pic
Silver Spur in Brewer They offer popular
line dancing
Etc - For those under 21. there are a
variety of actisities For cinemas, there is
only Hoyrs Cinemas at the Bangor Mall
Unfortunately they don't give a student dis-
count but you could take ads antage of mat-
inee prices
There are also several roller-skating Mks
and howling alley s in the Bangor/Brewer
area Many' have special entertainment nights
with package deals or discounts Just call
ahead to learn about the schedule -you don' t
want to try to rent a bowling lane on a league
night
Fitness After y ou* e fed y ourself, drank
too much and outdone yourself on entertain
mem. you might feel like exercising Or
maybe not If you do, there are several
places off campus you can patmni7C.
The YMCA in Old Town is the nearest
facility offenng discount rates for students.
They instruct karate and aerobics thoth step
and regular) and have racquetball and bas-
ketball courts According to fitness director
Ly nn Corms they have 11 pieces of Cyhex
fitness equipment. three Stairrnasters, two
Lister:yr:les and two Schw inns and a Con-
cept-11 rower
"Everyone is given an orientation and a
program," Corms said. "A lot of places
people sign .ip and don't know how to use
the equipment "
Corms ins nes students to COW hy and
discuss programs and pricer,
Go/d's Gm in Bangor is pan of the
familiar chain They ha% e a special student
deal of 90 day.% for S99 They have Lifecy -
cies, Stainnasters, Concept 11 rowers, Nor-
dic Trak, one large room of free weights and
Ilex and Body Master equipment Th.1
have certified fitncss trainers and aerobics
instructors They teach sttp and flex and
toning course at three levels.
The Educated Muscle in Bangor has stu-
dent discount tor students based on months
One month is 520, three are 549, six are SX9.
They have free weights, aautilus euuiprnent
and Stairrnasters Personal trainers work with
members to set up programs The gym is
popular with Hinson College students who
have no such facility on campus.
"We have a lot of students from UMaine
who enjoy it because they clon•t have to ss ait
an'und to use equipment," Dan Cunning-
ham, trainer and manager, said.
When you feel like campus life is a little
too era"). there are places to where you can
escape Just don't forger to be hack h% the
beginning ol your next class
Saturday September 18
9-4 pm
Visit us at our new location
Hours: 
Mon. 9-5
Tues. -Thurs. 9-
Fri. 9-5
Sat. 9-4
9 Pine St. in Orono
Sept 18th Only:
Buy a bike get a helmet or lock for 1/2 pike
15% off all acces..soties
All jamis Cross and Mountain bikes marked down.
866-3525
VISA*M.C.*Discover
Cl=1, 
Don't from page I
service will not be asked to reveal their
sexual orientation "
Li Col. JetTrry Wright of the University'
of Maine Army ROTC division on campus
said that being a homosexual is still grounds
foi dismissal in the military "The biggest
change in the policy is we don't ask,- he
said.
Both Wright and Cpt. Kenneth Burgess
of the campus Air Force ROTC division'
that then application forms look different
a result of the "don't ask, don't tell policy
The section of service enrollment eligi-
bility on the form that once asked for infix
matron regarding criminal past, substance
abuse and homosexuality are still in place on
the tOrm The only difference is the homo-
sexuality question has been crossed out.
The military is also not allowed to ;:on -
duct investigations solely DTI the basis ot
hearsay about one's sexual preference "w •
don't ask, we don't pursue, there is no w
Minting:* Wright said.
Still untie debate, alvsolthc gr dc'
lines of the policy have not been set hut are
snpected to he formed in October
As Command. r- in-Chief of the military .
Clinton has the fs wer to direct the militar
However, in ow governmental system of
checks and balances, Congress can disagree
with that direction leaving both parties in
search of compromise
-The military' has a coach, the President,
who has control over the team and all Mtn'
assistant coaches, but the real power hes
with the team owner, the Congress." Bur
gess said
I inn' military coach and ow net issue a
formal agreement. all hranches of the armed
forces are responsible to the tentative guide-
lines of "don't ask, don't tell "
"I think it is a fair position and one that 1
will stand behind as an officei in the Air
Force," said lc Col Michael Rosebush 01
the Air Force and commander of the liMaint
ROT(' detachment
Military personnel are expected to fol-
low their leader "Whatever the PreV,
says. we're going to have to go with ** Vt
said
Happy
Birthday
Stephanie.
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
-Steeters Foster
inks euxtension
PITTSBURGH t Barry Fos-
ter. who led the AR' in rushing last
season With 1,690 yards, agreed to a
osntract extension through 1996 with the
Pittstiutgh &tem that makes him the
NFL's second-highee paid run ning back.
Foster s deal includes a signing ha-
rms worth at least SI million and an
annual salary of about $2.5 million he
ginning in 1494. He•s currentl making
5460.000 in the sec-rend year ot two_
year contract
Buffalo's Thurman Thomas is the
MT's highest -paid running hack with a
!"c1-Near deal for $13 5 million
RejuvenattbdS)Bs cop
NFL weekly honOrs-
S.
•: ara. s Boonnet Lsiason or the Ness
1 it lets and Wade Wilson of Ness
()dears are the NTL offensive players of
ht.t \seek
Wilson, who left Atlanta as a free
agent. was 22 of 34 for 341 yards and
three touchdowns in New Orleans' 34-3i
victory over the Falcons to earn the N17C
award. Esiason. obtained from Cincin-
nati in a trade, was honored in the Al7C
after completing 22 of 33 attempts for
323 yards and two touchdowns in the
lets' 24-14 victory over Miami
Los Angeles tackle Sean Gilbert, who
had four sacks in the Rams' 27-Os ictory
OVef Pittsburgh, is the NIT defensive
player Houston safety Marcus Robert-
son took the AR: hoaor ter ratercept-
ing two passes in the Oilers' YLO victory
over Kansas City Mot ni Johnny Bai -
ley' and Buffalo's Steve l'asker are the
special team selections
PH, , • ,,IT!1:1,
he Phoenix Sunk, viewed earlier this week
Le !he kes to a trade for Detroit's Ileriris
R.ximan, will not play this season.
The NBA suspended Dumas indefi-
• !eh without paa for his alleged failure to
itinerate in substance-abuse rehabilita-
'' 'n and Sim president Jerry Colangelo
thr hr-ward 'ts DM in our plans
! :irlier the Suns said the NBA ad
tit. n i•tered a drug test to Dumas and
iii\ I,C(I him to undergo treatment for
ittl-taraa abuse in Texas ca California
•.lie league declined to confirm the
'uit confirmed Dumas' referral m the
!cumin(' clinic run by San Arttonio coach
Itshil Lucas OF the NBA-run Adult Sub-
stance Mime Program in Van Nuys, Calif
The NBA said Dumas, who minted the
1991-92 season and pan of last season
after failing a random drug teat. now has
tine "strike- against him under the
league's drug polka.
• Big Green beat Black Bear women's soccer, 2-1
• UMaine football looks to rebound versus UMass
• John Black Column: The Emmitt Smith situation
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• UMaine women's soccer
Dartmouth downs Black Bears, 2-1
Second half surge leaves UMaine one goal short of first victory
By John Black
Sports Writer
A halftime change in strategy looked as
though it might propel the Unis emits of Maine
women's soccer team to their firat win of the
season
But the momentum that UMaine built up
earls in the second half disappeared with 7:53
remaining Dartmouth t'ollege loos ard Sta-
rs Smith took a pass from Kate Andrew s,
walked in in a tireakass as . and drilled a shot
past UMaine keeper Allison Snooks, lifting
the Big Green to the 2 I %sin
-On that kind of hall she doesn't make a
mistake," Dartmouth coach Steve Swanson
UMaine's Kelly Leeman battles Dartmouth's Annalisa Gorman tcr the ball
during the Black Bears' 2-1 loss to the Big Green Wednesday. (Kiesow photo.)
• UMaine football
Black Beats face tough task in UMass
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Jack Cosgrove a asn't the head coach
of the University ot Maine football team
last year, hut he remembers thc Black
Bears. 20-13 road win OVef the University
of Massachusetts as if he Were.
"The came in with a 7-I record and
had hasicalla been kicking everyone in
the league's butt for a couple of months,"
said Coss rove. 1 Naines first -year coach
who was the Black Bears' offensive coor-
dinator last season. "Meanwhile. we had
lost something like 12 straight road games
(actually 151 dating hack a couple years
"But we went out and played an out
standing football game and heat them. Ni
llicy ended up 1-1 and go: left out of
the playoffit, and losing to us probahls had
a lot to with it I'm sure it still weighs on
their minds
The SO)1 version ot the Minutemen
come to alumni Field Saturdas to iris to
get revenge for last ceason's upset loss,
and it appears that Coach Mike Hodges
squad is catching the Black Bears at the
perfect time
l"Mainet I-11 is corning oft a humiliat-
ing 45-0 loss last Saturday to what is
suppocedly a mediocre Boston I Tni versitv
team, while Ultelass is flying high after
pounding local rival Hots Cross. 77 the
same day
Cosgrove realites this is an important
week for his football team. but said he
takes the typical coach's outlook for evers
game
"All of Mr games are hog games. espe-
crafts when they are in the conference,"
Cosgrove said "There are a number of
outstanding teams we will face this year,
but this one is prem. important What
happened in the past directly affects the
future, and we heat them last year. ao I'm
sure they 11 have a little extra motivation
for Saturday:.
The Black Bears rode the powerful
Sec I'MATNT FOOTBALL
on page 26
said
Smith missed the entire 1992 season after
tearing ankle ligaments just days before di
opener
After managing just tine shot on goal in
the fast hall the Black Bears (0-4. 0- 1 1.
moved two players up to the forst ard position
in an attempt to generate more offense
1 am i Poetic made the orategs pas oft is re•
•do 55 remaining, when her shot deftest.
the tanstretched hands of Dartmouth keeper
Michelle Craws and trickled into the goal
Christina Contardo assisted on the goal
Tome. a freshman malt-wide!. got her fir,
camel goal after coming close in the Black
Bears first three games
"Ise hit three posts in our rum three
games." Pottle said of her pees IOUs anemias
for a goal
The Big Green, in then first game te Or
isasted link time in getting thetT
Bottans Restlanger corwertecl a Annali,
Gorman pass lust 2 if, into the game and he:
Snooks uith a shot to the left cornet 01 the ne
Sat a.. made several outstanding saves t,
keee L Maine in the game
-She' s hes-rime a well-positioned kerne:
and he quickness is unmatched." I Nam:
coa..-1^ Diane Boettcher said
The Black Bears were sniffed On a qualas
scoring tapportunity late in the 0111105' when
Cowart-Si broke ciONT1 the left wing onis to
have her shot snared tis a leaping Cornos
ten Farina's shot with 34'44 left in the first
halt was the hest anemia the Black Bears
couki muster
Swanson vias pleased with the was his
train played
"1 thought we dominated in the first half."
Swanson said 'It took us link- longer to attain
to their change. hecatNe it was our first
game "
t Maine returns to action Surkiav afternoon
when the.. hyst the Harvard Crimson all:10.
• c •
Cowboys fate
depends on Smith
By John Black
Sports Write,
s l!sICr
yfill can hen' the
the air rush in
Dallas Cowhos •
onchir balloon 4 a,: ,ta,
er leers Jones s holding the pin
Jones and star running hack Emmin Smith
have turned contract negotiations for the
&P-Pro into a fiasco, in the process making
it the most talked about subject in sports
It's not often I agree with these multi-
million dollar whining athletes, hut in the
case or Emmitt Smith, if anyone is worth
15 I million dollars over four years its
him
Smith has led the National Foothali
I eagne in rushing the past two seasons anc
is the most vital component in the Coacher, a.
Sec RI ,A(1( 001.11'MN
on page 2-
4.
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UMaine fbotball trom page 25
UNIaine quarterback Emilio Colon calls the play during action at .• .-tni Field
last season (Kiesow photo)
legs of the since-graduated Ben Sirmant
to sictors last tear Sirmans ran tor It,
saris on :t() ame.. and Cosgiote thinks
the was to repeat last t ear's slcton is to
run the ball down their throats
"Borefullt we can get the kind of game
Ben had last sear out ot one 01 our hacks
or Irons tome sombination.- Cotgrot e
said "We need a big game from our backs
to heat these gut s because thet are such .1
good past ruching team
Cosgrove said he will alternate tumor
Stete Knight itsho had a team-high SS
t arils rushing against RI and sophomore
Ray Baur at tailback. w bile tumor Rob
I tit+, and freshman Bob Jameson will
share time at tatlback
riefensi% ely . I Maine seems to mats h
up wei; %kith the Minutemen. uho tator a
ground-oriented attack paced bt tailbacks
Rene Ingoglia and John Johnson, who
conibined for 201 iushing ants. %cm's
Holy Cross
1. *Maine has allowed an atrocious 317
%arils per game passing. so an iworient
that looks to run before they pass should he
welcomed h% the Black Hear coaching clan
However. Cocgroce said that the ('Mass
running game is so powerful that he'd al
most rather face another passing team
"Their offensice line is so big and
good. and they base a couple of outstand-
ing backs Johnson and Ingoglia Plus. their
quarterbackiAndy McNeill% i is big. rangy
kid that likes to run the option, and he
looks like a prettt good runner They 're
going to he tough to stop. but 1 think we
an do it
September
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• UMaine soccer
Black Bears face test versus BU
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
The Cniversity of Maine men's socCel
team faces an early -season test when !het
host the Boom I Tint mitt Terriers at Alum
ni Field Sunday.
The Terriers' first three games has.' all
resulted in 1-0 shutouts, with BC %k inning
two ('Maine coach Scott Atherle% sass hit
team will need to capitali7e on mistakes ti
emerge victorious
"They 're the type of team that %%el'
hate to plat real displined against. the% • n
going to make their mistakes.- Atherle%
situ
Ke% players f,ir HI' include Frik Johan
?lessen and Oia Olsen from N,IN.”. goal-
keeper Robert Forde, and forward Okereke
Emich.
Boston I 'nit ersi ty . a perennial New En-
gland power and currently leader in the
SAC iitth a 2-0 league record. twinkles
great incentive, Alberti., said
"I'll bet no one on our team will has e
trouble getting tip for the match.- he said
Follow ing last Sunda% 1.0 loss is the
Univertitt ot Rhode Nand. Atherlet said
his team has tried to return to basics during
the past week of practice
-W e • e identified what we've needed
to get bask our foctit.- ktherlet said -Our
platert hate responded vert well to the
training and focut
Although the Terriers pros isle a chat,
lange for the Bears, Atherlet feels his team
is reads to plat
"Ifs a challanging match, one Ykr're
ceitainly ::apahle ot %inning if we do the
things we're capable of doing well." he
said.
'We base ecery thing to vi in, nothing to
lose Our ohjectice is to play our ganw and
pot pressure on them
Black Rear Notes the Bears report
tssc injuries heading Inn, Sunday 's coniest
Junior midfielder r:1010 Nunet is dat -to
dat with a foot minis, and freshman goal-
keeper John IA olostk huk still miss 10 da
with an ankle sprain
The BC match starts a four match in
se% en day stretch k-in the road for the Rears
(Maine travels to Pro% idence, R I to plat
Brown Unit mitt . then travelt to Drexel
I" II% home the week stith
Dries% are Ors! Sunitat at Newark. Del
"this a ill he a real test of our ph% •
and mental fitness.- Atherley said
EN
Saturday, September 18th
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AP Sports Writer
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offense.
It's the 1991 season now and the Cow
boys are staring at an 0 2 start, including a
loss to the Buffalo Bills, right in the face.
Jones has watched a team that just eight
months ago dismantled those same Bills to
win Super Bowl XXVII suddenly become
ordinary
Jones holds steady to his claim that he
can't pay Smith the money because of the
impending 1994 NFL salary cap Funny
how that didn't stop the Bills from shelling
out 13.5 million over four years for their
priced offensive weapon
The bottom line is Jones will have to
swallow his Texas pride and sign Smith
before the ('owboys dig themselves even
deeper into the bortim of the NR' East
What's purzling to me is how Jones can
justify his decision Yes, the Cowboys do
have some other big names such as star
receiver Michael Irvin up for new contracts
in the next year However, the Cowboys
payroll currently sits 24th out of 28 N11_
teams
Jones need look no further than base.
ball' s Oakland Athletics of the early '70's or
more recently hockey's Edmonton (Tilers of
the late '80's when searching for past dynas-
ties torn apart by money
The longer this drags on, the more pres-
sure it puts on the entire organiration
Smith's replacement. rookie Derrick
Laois% has been unfairly compared to Smith,
but the fact is that he isn't Emmitt Coach
Jimmy Johnson has had to put his degree in
psychology to use in trying to keep his team
together
This past week defensive end, Charles
Haley rearranged a wall after the Cow-boys
loss, grumbling about how the team can't
win with a rookie starting at running back
Give Smith a one-year contract as a stop-
gap measure and get him ,n uniform Then,
at the end of the season, lock the two in a
room until they CICI hammer out a contract
Tell 'em they have until next July
Don't expect to see Smith with the
Cowboys on Sunday when they host a
much improved Phoenix Cardinals team
Instead Jones will continue to gamble that
his club starts winning and all will be
forgotten
Eventually Jones or Smith will get this
over with But if they wait much longer the
Cowboys season will already he
John Black is a senior journalism major
from Waterville. ME., who obviously forced
Jeers Jones to sign Smith cads last night.
Good work. John
+The Pe
Giants' season turning sour fast after 1-8 homestand
By Wendy E. Lane
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The San
Francisco Giants' season has turned so sow
so fast that the only hope they can see is
getting out of town
losers of eight in a row, the former NI
W est frontrunnent. ors rsd from a 1-8 home-
stand trailing the Atlanta Braves by 1 1/2
games ant' seeing their pennant chances slip
away
The Giants begin a seven-game road tilt`
Fnday in Cincinnati
' I didn't think. I'd ever he in a situation
to say 1 m glad we're getting away from
home." Giants second baseman Robby
Thompson said
-We went thmugh as cly had spell here
We need to get that i intensity) hack Maybe
on the road trip we can de some searching,
a little gut-check. and try to get things going
again •
For four months, Candlestick Park was
the charmed setting for Barry Floods hero-
ics, Matt Williams homers and John Bur-
kett's slick patching Since Aug 24. San
Francisco is 1- II at home
"When you're losing at home there's
always more pressure,- manager Dusty
Baker said "Everybody wants to know
why and a lot of times there is no reason
The offense is in a deep funk, and the
team's two top starters, Bill Swift and Bur-
kett, haven't won since Aug 10 and 11
respectively
"It's a number of things.- Baker said
"We're not getting the two-out hits Days
we pitch well, we don't hit Days we hit sari!.
we don't pitch well"
Over the last eight games. San Francisco
has posted a s 37 ERA. and several of the
players the team counted on during its 121-
day reign atop the dicisic. are struggling at
the plate The hard-hit halls that used to find
holes are finding fielders' gloves, with the
Giants hitting into 11 double plays during
the homestand
For the month. Bonds' hitting 260 with
one home run after hitting 192 with 27 RBI
in September and October last year
"it's a nightmare Dial' all I've got to
say." Bonds said Wednesday after the (ii-
tints fell 3-Ito the Chicago Cubs.
Catcher Kin Manwaring, hitting .307 in
cads .August, is 1- for-25 over his last nine
games, and Willie McGee is hitting I 90 this
month
"What can you do? We have no an-
swers,- Todd Renzi nger said "We've tried
everything Were trying hard It's time to
start winning games
Earlier this week, Baker conceded that
the Giants may have been playing above
themselves for the first four months of the
season
"Everybody in this mom thinks we can
come back and win,- Burkett said
866-2111 hevek 866-2111 I
Delivery Special
$3.25
Plain or 1-Item
Small Pizza
a $4.50 mirk
Sunday thru Thursday only
FREE Coke
with each pizza delivered to campus
Delivery hours 5 p.m. to 12 Midnight
Daily Prices include tax and delivery
Tip yOUT ddilVt'y driver
He "She is a student, too!
tz.
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Plain or 1-Item
Large Pizza
a SS 50 valuc
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• College football
ACC means more than just hoops now
By Rick Warner
AP Football Writer
(MA1'1'111111 N C iAPt there's a
Mg ACC game this weekend on Tobacco
Road Two undefeated teams will play he -
fore a sellout crowd on national tele% ision.
The hype is enormous. the No I ranking is
on the line, and the winner could capture the
national championship
"It should he a great game." Dean Smith
said "1 can't wait to watch it on televi-
sion...
Smith will he a fan Saturday night when
topa 9,,rida State visits No. 13 North
Carolina it,it in. "1 important It otball gAlr.7
at Kenan Stadium in a dozen year.
Big games are nothing new in Chapel
Hill. hut they usually involve Smith', bas-
ketball teams, which have won two national
championships and 16 ACC regular -season
titles There hasn't been this much excite-
ment 05 er football since 1981. when No g
North Carolina lost to No 2 Clemson 10-g
"People are comparing it to the Final
Four." said Corey Holliday . the w-hcasl's
all-time leading mien er
"V‘ e know this is a basketball school,
but we want to has e our own identity... said
fellow receiser Back Brooke "We want
people to say 'North Cambria is a great
w-hisol for basketball AND foisthall
North Carolina and Flonda State are
both high-scoring teams with 3-0 records
Florida State is an established power that is
favored to win its first national champion-
ship North Carolina is a rising chalknger
that has made steady stories under coach
Mack Brown since posting 1-10 records in
198S and 19g9
Just how far the Tar Heels have come
will he determined against the Seminoles,
who ha% e outscored Kansas. I hike and Clem-
son 144-7
"We want respect," said senior defen-
sive back Bracey. Walker, who has blocked
five punts in his career and is known as the
hardest hitter on the team "If we heat Flor-
ida State. we'll get all the respect we de-
ser% e
the tar Heels already base the respect
ot llorida State coach Bobby ROWEICO.Who
u %cr.% impressed by their 31-9 rout of
Southern Cal in the Pigskin Classic.
'They looked as good as any both 1.‘e
'eel this year." Bowden said "The% 'se
got some speed. especially in their delen-
stse front, and they're scoring a lot of
points "
North Carolina will prohahls base to
wore often to heat Ronda State, which is
a% crag mg 48 points and 599 yards per game
The Seminoles ha% e her % irtually unstop-
pable since switching to their " fast -break"
offense late last season. and Carolina's de-
fense looked % ulnerahle last week in a 59-42
win over Mary land
The Tar Heel, think Mary land•s run-
The Maine Campus sports-1
staff weekend football picks
New England Seidtle
Chad Finn: Pats
John Black: Pats
Chris DeBeck: Fats
Colleen kyan: Seahawks
Dana Gray: Pats
Denver A 1C.C.
Finn: Chiefs
Black: Chiefs
DeBeck: Chiefs
Ryan: Denver
Gray: Chiefs
Collert
UMass fir UNIaine
Finn: UMites
Black: UMass
DeBock: liMass
Ryan: UMass
Gray: t Ness
James Madison 0 11Conii
Finn: UConn
Black: UConn
Delleck: JMU
Ryan: llConn
Gray: UConn
Ten:wince FiP Florida
Finn - Tenn.
Black: Fla
DeBeck: Fla,
Ryan: Tenn.
Gray: Fla.
Ed. Note: Each week the members of the
Girnint‘ poris crof! mat. their one-
yore college and two pro games.
Each week, one guset will also make selec-
rums. This week's guest is Dana Gray, the
Maine Campus Opinion Editor If you are
interested in being a guest.. all the Maine
Campus Sports Department at 581-1268.
and-shoot offence was good preparation for
Florida State's no-huddle, shotgun attack,
which is directed by Ileiernan 1 rophy con-
tender halite ard
"I think our defense is going to step up
to the challenge... linebacker Bernardo lim-
n. said
North Carolina has met many challenges
since going 2-20 in Brown's first two sea-
sons Brown said he "cned like a 2-year-
old" after the Tar Heels hit bottom with a
12-7 loss to Navy in 1989, hut he started is
turn the program around the following sea-
son with a 6-4-1 record Carolina improyed
to 7-4 in 1991 and 9-1 last season, including
a victory. oser Mississippi State in the Peach
Bowl
One of Candina'e most des oted football
fans is Smith, who was a third- etnng quar-
terback on the freshman team at Kansas He
rarely misses a home game, although he'll
he out of town Saturday on a recruiting trip.
Maine Campus classifieds-'- Stop by the basement of LordHall for your classified ad.
I help wanted
0,014,,t/A
ys. "s - • • c
• \' asa at r "G'
PC -
Experienced bass player needed
al
5FoRiNG BREAK 94 -Ea RIPS EARN
• -dent "rave, Set
. IS nOVt hirmg campus reps Call
R 9Z.48 !IRAQ
GREEKS - CLUBS - seuptoS1000 in
-f ;'alP CnrOnly • dubs
S.30( you•se • And a FREE T -
S--•IRTtust for calling 1-840-932-0528
ex-. 75
ORONO/OLD TOWN-ATTENTION
STUDENTS: 5 bedroom townhouse 2
,teatec,' 1800 plus Ow 3 bed
-.nom. heated $650 plus eler Modern
Ma- & ,rve: view (.1( 827 62'2
!tested two bedrooni apartment.
centralh located on Orono Call 866-
2816
3 1/2 bedrooms-washer dryer -1,5h
washer 5 5 t- campus $700. mom.
heat included Call 827-6788 7a re -9
rim
n.DORM apt, fsiRa. includes
neat • water sea' IMO Only 139S
rrio5t1: Co' tac- 86E 38E' o: 866 '
miscell
5prii1q Term in Canada
••
appl,cat,ons for Ca
nadtan un verst.es, • McG. , Lava, by
October  Contact Gail Yvon, Cana
d a- 4 -^,e-can (enter, 1-4225
Orono Thrift Shop-Wed 11 a rn 4
- Sat 1- am 2pm From Main
r P,ne. 2nd right to Birch
Monday, Sept. 204orest Fire Attack
Team -nee* no ,^ 257 Nutting Hal! at 7
p Everyone inv.ted
MASSAGE THERAPY-Rene*, c
Keense C. M T. ACUPRESSDRE. DEEP
TISSUE, SHIATSU RELATION/PAIN
RELIEF 941-1111.
UM Amateur Radio Club .s offering—  a
free no code license class Monday nights,
hr Call Aaron 581 7753
Lost L ‘-e1 of keys The key ring is a
carvec niece of wood shaped like a
man's face Memorial Union on Fn 9/
10. Call x8927
Found: Outside Nutt,ng Hal
Clairemont Quartz watch with Roma"
numerals, brown leather stran and
broken second hand Claim in 101
Nutting Hal 
To place your FREE lost and found ad,
stop by the kfaine mpus or call 581
1273 Monday -hirsday 9a n" 
anr? r• 4"
for sale
Queen size futon and frame. Bar eiy
used 5 " 'nths old 120(' 866 7520
114 Ford Ranger XLT V64 sod -Nice cap
gotm shape, well kept. 120K (highway)
Must see S1600 or best offer 090 2146
1994 Cannondale Delta v 600
shock Need 1 for books 1' SO or 8,0'
Greg 8 413 Gannett
Eagle Computer, printer, monitor,
hard drive, neeo 'as: rash, 5200c
offe, Call 581 8562 ask for Jere"
-"VW Camper Bus-Stove, sink, fridge,
new paint Florida van. 82K on en-
gine, 16K on body Sdigg& or 8/0. CaN
Jeremy at 581-8562.
Couch-A set w/ S pseces Good
condition & very comfortable 5170 or
B/0 Cal 947-1737 evenings
191111 Ford Bronco XLT 4114- 17,000
1980 F100 Ford Pickup 11,200
MK rock), 1198 call 581 8598
HP4SS-1 yr old paid 52003 Will sell for
5125 (ell /eh at 947 1465
Psychic Reader helps in all problems
Call and talk We, 1-900 288 5440 er,
2033. 53 99/min Must be 18 yrs Procat
Co (602i631 0615
Dependable transportation-A true
ttahan sportscart 1978 Alfa Romeo con
vertible 64,000 K, 12500 244-0357 
1143 Mazda GLC-Standard, 40R se
clan Well maintained, new tires runt
_great $850 or 13 0 Call S81-6494
r-1987 Plymouth Horizon-` speed air
t,e(
roommates
Orono/Stillwater-Share 4 bdrrn
house, 1 bdrm stNI available. Rent
• r TV w/ cable, wash/dry,
• plowing, mowing, phone,
c; storage Nice area, 2 mi to
UMO Rent S300/room per month •
sec dep Available immediately Call
P 9-27 5732 erne
Take _advantage
of our chi
special.
5 !fries
5 days
5 dollars
111-( Ossified ads'
11111Si: be prepaid.
Ain .questiOns just
tali 58 1 -1 2 7 .` 5. •
4
tt)
!a-
ed
ng
all
ar-
He
ip.
imm
